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HIGHER
a

EDUCATION, 1924-1920

.13y ARTHUR J. KLEIN

chief, Divielon of Higher Education, Bureiu of Education

CONTEkTe.IntroductionCobjectives of higher education'Latte attendanceCosts ofhigher educationPublic pressure through political actionCultural versus vocationalEducation as a life processApplication of scientific methods to study ofhigher etlucationBetter educational service to the individualStudent relationsf ttnd welfareImprovement of teaching aterest in student qualityIntensificationof thVeducational processConclusion.

INTRODUCTION

Activitie§ in higher education during the biennium/1924-1926 donot seem' to have been inspired merely by the desire to pacify criticism
of details or t.o patch úp weak spots in the educational fabric. Thetendency was to " raise the previou's question " concerning the fufic-tions of colleges and: universities apd to Modify procedures to servemore perfectly the purposes accepted as basic/ This survey of higher
education during th.e two y'ears is an attempt ,pc present briefly somef. the events of .action and of discussion which Alave promoted or
otastructed the tendencies to restafe higher educational objectives andto reconstitute college and.university organization and procedures.Review of educational journallipresidents' reporis, and pamphletliterattire, of books, and of proceedings of the learned and adminii-trative asiociations confftms impressions regarding the nature Qfcurrent edusational thought which had been Previously derived fromcontact with the officers and- faculties of a hundred or more universi-.
ties and colleges scatterpd. throughout the United* States. §pecificphases of educational activity and of conflicting opinion discussed inthe succeeding pages are unified by their relation to certain generaltendencies of higher' education during recent years. These tenden.cies may bp summarized in broad termi by four statementsFirst. Wscussion of the basic objectives pf 'higher education hasbeen condUcted in general from the standpoint of emotional prejudice,rather than upon the basis of scientific collection and treatment offacts for the purpose of defining the obligatiops arid the position ofhigiitr education in itg rilations to the present social 'anti economicorder.
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2 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1924-1926

Second. Modification of conventional educational procelure and
creation of new procedures have, on the contrary, been characterized
by increasing thoroughness of investigation in accordance- with scien-
tific meth s. d

Third. Rede fin it ion of objectives and adaptation ocf organization
and procedure have been motivated by interest in the individual
student.

Fourth. Modification of the educational organization and of both
content and methods of instruction-hits been characterized by intensi-
fication of the educational process.

The distinctions made by this fourfold analysis of tendencies dis-
covered by reading and personal contact, do not constitute svcessive
topics in the discussion presented by this review, but serve to indicate
the geileral course of the argument.

OBJECTINTES OF HIGBER EDUCATION

Many forces have combined to incite reexamination and restate-
ment of the fundamental objectives of higker education.° But five
causes have in the main provoked discussion. Three of thesQlarge
atteladance, high costs, and public pressure through political action
have operated as iihmediate and practical spurt to thought and
action. Two causes have been abstnict and theoretical in nature:
First, the conviction that the cultural and the vocationtk are inher-
ently in opposition, and, second, the conviction that educ\tion is a

life process and should be so recognized by institutional orgizittion
and procedure. Each of these five causes actuating discussA-will
be considered in turn.

LARGE ATTENDANCE

Incidental fo recent tremendous growth in' attendance upon insti-
tutions of higher laiming, characterized by one writer as " a college

ointagion," an element of doubt has been introducnto our faith in
higher education as the panacea of all individual and social ills. This

. doubt is still largely confined to-se intellectuals, and it has not as
yetliestroyed the confidence 6f the general public bin the desirability
arid( benefits of college education. The conimon man still puts defer-
ence and tespect into the phrase, " He is a college graduate." Presi-
dent Coffman, of the University of Minnesota, picture's the situation:

ror years the staffs of State institutions !Aye eneofiraged the youth of the
State to believe that attendance at the unlyersity was their great Qpporttmity
and the youth have accepted these statenlents at their face value. They have
come in response to an urgent appeal, and the public will insist upon thé
obligation implied in this appeal ,bing fulfilled. r--

Large attendance has brought cries of dismay, of -alarm; and of
doubt from administrative and fa9ulty offims, who-, in spite of im-
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HIGHER EDUCATION, 1924--1928 3

mediately practical difficulties, might have been expected to exult
that at last our.faith in higher education was to be justified by uni-
versal varticipation in its benefits. Those who were raost inistent
in prging higher education havè displayed the least persistent /and
the least robust-faith. Confronted with the realization of their aspi-
rations, jnany educationists have occupied themselves pith the details
of the difficulties caused by large numbers, while others have at-
tempted to disavow- responsibility iby redefining tile functions of
higher education in restricted terms which can be reconciled with
more or less arbitrary measures taken to "reduce the pressure. Here
and there, however, a voice is raised which implies- protest against
expedient measures and arguments or against weak abandonment of
former ideals. Dr. -William O. Thompson says:

We eon not comet the evils due to excessive enrollment by protesting that
our students are inferior. Some other method awaits our discovery.

President Kinley, of Illinois, repudiates hysteria and gives perspec-
tive to the situation:

It is 81fnp1y a raising of the level of.edueati(in to a new minimum standard
fur the great mass of the people and is parallel witlí the establishment of au
American minimum standard- in economic life.

There is in this -simple statement unflurried strength of 'confidence
in the past and in the future of American 'education. It reflects
seasoned thought upon higher educatión if, its social and economic
setting.

Larbge attendance has had great constructive influence, however, in
promoting clear statehfènt of the objectives of the American uni-
versity as distinguished from the Amgrican college. In the past
the term " university " has 'been used in a very loose sense. In so far
as usage in the United States has ascribed any specialesignificance
to the word it has meant merely a collection of colleges which included
one or more professional schools. The conception has been. one of
siie, and complexity of organtzatIon.. rather than one of specific
educational function. The unprecedented gróWth of college attend-
ance at both the .smaller and the _larger institttions has tended to
bring about definition of the objectives of so.me of the lärger uni-
versities in terms of educatjonal service on a specifically university
level. In other words, a type of service distinét from that of the
traditional American college is being created and consciously differ-
entiateceas "university work." This service is more closely related
iii tone and purpose. to the graduate and professional schools than to
undergraduate types of instruction. 'So far as time and age of stu-
dents are concerned," it tends to break intö the midst 'of the tradi-
tional fout-year 'college course 'at approximately the middle int,ix).
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BIENN URVEY OP EDUCATION, 1924-1926

but with respect o student abilities and definiteness of purpose is
more highly gelective thank are the upper divisions of ordinary four-
year colleges.

. The tendency to create a limitedlind definite purpose of university
character, in the European sense, iwevident in the statement mide
by the board of curators of the 'University of Missouri:

It is the purpose of the university to maintain Itself as a school of higher
training for professional work, rather than as a direct competitor of the junior
colleges, tbe teachers' colleges, and the endowed colleges, for studepts of freahr-
man and sophomore rank. It is, therefore, particultirly pleasing' to know that
our increase in enrollment, which has carried the university to the highest mistof attendance in its history, is almost exclusively in the graduate gehool andIn tlie professional schools. .

Harvard, Columbia, and Johns Hopkins in the EaAt and Stanford
University in the West seem to have moit clearly defined and limited
their* university functions in such a way as to minimize emph:-.-.'4
upon their.work in the lower idivi.sions. The University of Michigan
and Chicago University seem to be developing in thy §ame direction.
Readjustments of organization, of curriculum contint, and of meth-
ods, whict iiitlicate,practical steps tiken to put this reviSed cbncep-
tion of the university' into actual operation, will be reviewea at a
later point in this survey.

THE JUNIOR COLLEGE

'Large college attendance lilts tended to distort the educational sig-
,nificance of th4 junior college and to divert its development from the
aims that psychological and social considerations intended that it
should serve. The idea of the junior college was seized by the four-
yearinEtitutions as a means 9f reliéf frpm the numbers and troubles
which crowd their fresliman and sophonpre years. Educational
functions peculiar to the theory of the junior college have to a large
extent been lost to sight in the desire to emphasize this' type cif insti-
tution as a source of relief for overcrowded colleges and wiiitersities.
The argument that the junior college is liitended to ehrich and. raise
the level of local educational, opportunity might well have been ad-
vanced as cover for the self-interest of the four-year institutions, but
this has not usually been the case. 04e president of a coliege in a
Western State where juziior colleges have developed extensively wa§
led by the niature of their advocacy to question thelhonesty of educa-
tional arguments offered in thejr favor. picturesque language he
asserted that " The junior college was conceived in dishonor and is
being nursed upon deception."

The results of jtmior college grówth have on the whole, however,
not met the expectations of those who looked to "it to reduce attend-
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HIGHER EDUCATION, 1934-4926

ance at the four/ear institutions. The junior college movemefit
has not kept pace with the demand for education beyonCthe high
school. Emphasis, has been placed upon pitralleling thei first two
pars of the four-year college course in The nature of the work
offered, in methods, and in the training of the faculty. Standards
:or the junior college have .been sA up in terms *applicable to the
fofir-year colleges. The result probibly has been to increase 'rather
than to diminish the demand for four 'years of college edu'cation. ,
Realization ,of this fact is now beginning to make possible reasser-.
tion of the original purposes of the junior college and to permit
more thoughtful direction of .their operation to the at,tainmerie of ,

these objectives. .
.

More complete recognition of its pectiliar objectives may counteract
a tendency in'junior colleg9 developmènt that is cause for concern
both to four-year institutions and to those who regard ,.the junior
college as having a specific place and fimction in our system of edu-
attion. Since emphasis has been upon junior college work as the '.
first two years of the traditional college course, only the first half
of whItt is still' looked upon ,as a unit period in higher educatioli,
the natural (ambition of these institutions hipe been to convert 'them-
selves into full-grown four-year colleges. C ea44 definition of specific
Objectives for the junior 16ollege may be eipected to discourage '
further derelopmen't in thié direction. . ..

'It still remains to be seen whether ihese objectives will tend to
produc4':1 separate 'junior college units or whether the *work of the
high school will be extended to corer the entire field of what is now;
upon technical and psychological grounds, regarded as secondary
education. The probability is that, ,along with the development
of junior College education to provide " completion " training not _!..
now furnished systematically either in the high school tor college,
Nill be developed a type of training that will contemplate p: . : ge .
from junior college to the advanced technical schools or to gher .
institutions with objectives ol the peculiarly university type
described above. .

If this.should be the Case, four-year colleges may be tempted to
jump to the conclusion that they. will be squeezed ottt between the ,junior college and the university. -In vievi of ,the diversit¡ of
Anierican educational tastes and ambitions and of the eter!growing
demand for education, this w.Ould be an inference founded %ion
insufficient consideratitn. The most important :. ; - t of such coordi- .,.
nation of junior college Itnd uniVersity would b to iontribute to the *..-,:.... ''':.-
influences which already make it highly desirab t Mat the four-year's'
lJege redsfiqe.their-objectives and position.
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BIENNIAL itOtV111( OF EgilCATION, 1924-1926

TIM BMAI,LICZ 001.1.1D3E8

During the past two year's the reaftioil of the smaller and denomi-
national colleges to the pressure of extraordinary enrollments indi-
cates that in many instances dismay -is giving glace to intelligent

. measures which look to relief and improved service through revisioir.
of their educational and social positions. Tw6 or three years ago it
was quite usual to hear large and small college officers alike assert
that the small and the denominational college can not compete with
the large or the StaTeiipported institution. This. opinion was npt
based upon anything in the nature of small-college educational serv-
ice which niade it impossible for them to secure students.. The m
confided prediction of the decline of thg small college was made at a
*time When the problem of caringlor largely increased enrollment was
most pressing. Inability to compete was assumed largely upon the
¡round that the small private institUtion could not meet the cost of
educating the larke numbers seeking admission. Recefit indications
seem to show that here and there the small college tends to abandon
its interpretation of its mission in the old terms of competition. The
Competitive situation exists only so long as tlie small institution fails
to Cut its pattern to its cloth and to place itself upon a level of educe-
tional service for a chosen clientele, which can.not be provided easily
by large institutions. Small colleges are beginning to recognize the
essentially local character 'of thdir constituency and to take advantage

I of the opportunities offered by nriltitudinous demands for higher
education by developing distinctive educational character and service.

Inadequate adjustitent to modern educational &onditions on the
part of the small college has been due not to ladk of ideals bat to fail-
ure to examine institutional objetives in the light of jocial sand eco-
nomic facts detertnihed and interefleted. in the scientific rather than
the emotional spirit. It is.encouraging to discover in how many in-
stances small colleges (Amherst, Wabash, Wells, Carleton, paylor
University, California Institute of Technology, Cornell Colleie, and
many others) have sutstituted, for .generalities about high institu

.

tional ideals and magnificent and honorable history, carefully defined
programs of material and educational development directed to dis-
ti ctive types of service. Objectives scientifically defined and em-

iectin practical programs will, present conditions of wealth
d' generosity, bring support to the small as well ai fo the large

institutions.
Reconsideration of the aids of the small, college has usually been

expressed by turning aside hom attempts to rival large institutions
in variety and scope of offerings and b7 confining service to student
.1:oodies selected from limited groups unified by more equal ability,
ponunon aims, or 'other social relationships: The .action taken to
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HIGHEit EDUCATION, 1924-1228 7

effect these purposes does not by itself serve to distinguish the small
colleges that are consciously and intellikenkly revising tfieir objec-
tivg from those that Pare merely imitative in their adoption of similar
measures. Anyone who examines 'faculty discussions, presidents'
reports, and trustees' proceedings in many small and in some large
institutions will be impressed by the number of instances in which
weli-ach tised devices of procedure and ,of organization are advor
cated w t out reference to their relationship to the general plans and
objectis of the specific 'institution. Sheer desire to secure credit for
partici 'nation in eurrent educational thought and desperate 'groping
for a ay out of immediate aifficulties, theréfore, can be 'distill:
guished min' purposeful action only when adopt* of the vogue is
J n relationship to plans for plant, financing, faculty stand-
ards, student life, and territorial field:

The tendency4o.e4ablish objectives more 'precisely limited in scope
and character is aLsohevident in the case of certain church boards and
agencies which support and contrpl droups of institutions. In sev-
eral instances church boards have made, or are considering, surveys

"of their colleges foy the purpose of defining their relationships to-,
each other and to other educationalq4stitutions: rrom these studies
ar4oining more exact stittements of the functions of single church
institutions and of groups of denominational college& Limitation of
the program of individual colleges is being made to contribute to
unified plans for educitional service to be rendered by. the church
group to which they belong. Confidence in discursive effort and in
multipliCation of the number of schools under denominational con-
trol is thut giving way to group movAent in harmon with the gen-
eral ptendency to tkghten the lines and to restrict service to fields that
are considered most productive.

MIXPANIII01 OF FACILITIES

In only one instance does it seem that a h ch oup proposes to
meet the challenge of extraordinary demands by immediate anti gen-
eral expansion of facilities to accomm ate a 1 who are prepared to
seek .admissibn upón the basis of reviously accepted standards.
Everrywhere throughout the Uiiite tates Catholic Church colleges
fOr both °men and women are bein eniatged and miltiplied. Facul-
ties are being strengthened by graduate and professional trainipg.
Participation is active and influential wherever church, regio61, or
'national groups meet irnfor serious

,

consideration of the 'problems of
higher education. Close' association with the educational activities
and discussions of other agencies, both public and private, clutiocter-
izes the apparent attempt of Catholic higher eftucafion .03 meet the
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8 BIENNIAL. SURVBY OF EDUCATION, 1024-1926

problem of increasing numbers by providing increased opportunities.
In the face of the ever...growing army seeking higher education,
Catholic educational agencies give no hint of adopting the policy of
strategic withdrawal kr the purpose of consolidating ttheir position.

- They seem determined to meet the situation by éxpenditure ofE extraordinary energy and resources.
In spite of the fusion of action and of discussion during recent

years, indications numerous thirt large college attendahce has
tended to bring abon constructive redefinition of the objectives .of,
higher education and of higher educational institution& The con-
cern and distress caused by more rapid growth of stbdent- bodies
than of material resources have stimulated edricational thought and
inspired attempts to ster institutiotral efforts into definite .courses.-
Clearer conceptions of distinctively university functions are being
recognized. Tht.) junior college movemefit now seems likely t9 be
permitted to define its educational purposes. Smart and denomina-
tional colleges. are abaiidoning competitive conceptions and seeking
to foimulate -objectives in terms of effective service, specifi in char-
acter. Haphazard and vague educational aims on the part of all the
agencies (if higher education terid, under the pressure of student
demand, to give place to more exact definitions of function which
will permit coordination and economy in educational service.

COStS- 9f HIGHER EDUCATION

The rising costs of higher education as a factor in redOnition of
institutional purpos*es have been, oi.coursp, intimately related to the
grtat increase ig the number of students. But in addition to growing
cost arisingfrom lirger attendance, expenses have been increased by
high prices paid for the materials and services purchasdd by the col-
leges and universities. This is especially true in the case of per-
sonnel. High costs are due in large meaiure, however, to the great
multiplication of educational offerings in practically all educational
institutions. This increase in variety 'of educational work came with
the-extension of higher education beyond the boundaries previously
&fining the liberal arta college. Expansion hag been by no'me.ans
siidden, but the *at gave an impeius to multiplication of offerings
which make it seem so. ScientiOc and 'material progress embodied%
in a very complex type of civilization reiults in tremendous multi..
plication of demands fore special training by technica4, by business,
by professional and civic life. The necessities, from potatoes to goiv-.
ernment,- formerly secured th o ugh the exercise of muscle and the,
abilit¡to read and figure, .w produced by Indians of/intricate'.

'41Focesset§ involving scienti6c, social, and psychological 'education
that requires years for qttainment. One- has but to cOmpare the
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.

problems involved in breeding and working hors'es with tl
colve4' in creating, distributing, -utilizing-, ad controllin the -'use
61 automobiles to get, in brief, a picture of what has taken plaice in
all of our pctivities during the pa$ 25 years.

The demand for training to meet this situation bectuile so great
that practically every College and -university in the .United Stateil
-filt the pressure, pr, from the óbverse side; seized the opportunity
to provide the kind .of education needed. The cost of this whole-
pale development appeared appalling onry..when inititutions and
others became conscious that the process was only in its initial stages,
that further demand would be made, and that if the Tesults of their
elm researches continued to be embodied in the o.rainary.processes
of life, no end of demand for advanced training 'was in sight. Costs,
therefore, froni this standpoint have had considerable influence upon
the institutions in revising their estimate of objectives. Indications,
exist that better realiiation of .the ever-widening circle of higher
education tends to briiig about a simplif3ring and restricting of theft*
objectives 14 individual institutions. The tendency seems to be
away from a practice in which every institution attempts to offer
training in each of the many social and techpical specialties. Obvi-
ously when,.eveiy institutiim attempts to cover the entire field, coin;
parati?ely féw do the job well, and the, total dpenk3 is kreater than
would be the disci if each restricted its *efforts to tkt, thing which it
can do best and for which there i thee greatest demand in its own
territory. Such specialization is taking place, especidly 'in the techl.

and scientific schools, and is-also eviden in the preparation of
teachers, of librarians, of economists and business men,' of social
(workers, and of others who deal with the human relationships. After
the adjustment is made it appears probable that greatr total mini-
bers may-be cared for,more effectively and at less expense th&n under
a condition involving hit-and-miss duplication find rivalry of effort.

in-this cohnection it is interesting to note alai in sevéral instances
attempts have been made to determine, upon National or State bases,
the number of, trained men iieeded certain fields. Some Years ago
the medical profeision undertook to determine these facts for medi-
cine, and- more di* less systeniftic attempts 'have been made to keep'

. these estimates up to date.% Much-the same systematic inquiry is now
being unctertaken for dOntistry, 'and it seems as though pharmicy
would aiso eximine into the nature of the demand for this type of
training. It has been suggested that a .national survey is needed to
estimate the demand foi teachers divariqus types. Such studies in
other fields have been carriecron for certaifi institutions and States,
but because of easy Migration and of the fluid character'of occupa-;

-don in, the United States, only a national study ()Continuously subject
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to revision will adequately serve even local vurposes. There seems
also to be a growing tendency to determine t1 much simpler matter
of what ig the total product of the .college% and schools in ceitain
fields. The statistics of graduation from frofessional courses col-
lected by the Bureau of Education are being used increasingly for
this purpose. Engineers are giving special attention to inquiries of
this kind and developing the technique of interpretation and use of
such figures. Inothe industrial and business fields and in many
others there is still a lack of definite information both in regard to
demands for trained men and women and in regard to the supply
offered to th specific fieliiannually by the educational institutions.'

INFLUENCE OF COST

As stated previously, these aspects of the influence of cost upon
objectives are most significant, but they have not aroused the most
discussion during the period under consideration. On the contrary,
discussion has raged about the question of the proportion of the cost
of education that should be borne by the student. Tuitioniand other,
fees have been raised everywhere in greater or less degree, and there

d is probably nót a single higher educational institUtion that to-day
maintains thè same charges. to students that were maintained five
years ago.. This process has gone on until in New York University
89 per cent of the total budgét in 1924-25 was covered by fees, The
significant thing is that this increase of cost to the student has not
resulted in decreased demands for higher education. It seems that
under present conditions of wealth and social pressure in the United
States the costs are not the decisive factor in determinipg whetfier
students shall or ghall not attend 'college. A sirililar conclusion is iug-
ested by such facts as those presented with reference to undergradu-

ate scholarships offered by several State institutions. At Cornell
there has been a decided decline in competition for these scholarships.
In 1914 there were 137 competitors; in 1919, 108; in 1920, 93; in 1921,
77 ; in 1922, 75; 'in 1923, 80; and in 1924, 78. The same situation has
existed in New Xersey. In other words, it seems that the cost burden
sò far ,placed upon the student has not operated to prevent his at-
tendance and that in some instances he prefers to pay.in money rather
thin to comply with academic and schblarship demands which would
enable him to avoid costs. It is true that in certain institutions, espe-
daily the State-supported ones, increasing The chargés imposed upon
out-of-State students has enabled institutions to regulate somewhat
the proportion of out-of-State students applying for admission. The
University of Nevada iind several of the Western State-supported col-
lega3 are good examples, but no instance is known in which these
effects have been obtained when an institution has established a na-
tional reputation for leadership in a specific line of work.
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HIGEEBR EDUCATION, 1924-1926

Although fees have been increased generally, the student still pays
a comparatively small proportion of the cost of his education in most
institutions. This fact has led business men and othei:s to assert ivith
coniderable emphasis that highei'.education should be placed upon a
business basis. The idea was diamatically expresed by one gentle-
man w.yo, when he heard that theVition and charges paid for. his
son's education did not meet the expense to the institution, tendered
his check for the difference. He and otifers maintain that they do notwish their shildren to be objects of charity or of community') expense.
Su( h an attitude has not become general, but ite arguments cur-
rently adytinced in its support have such apparent practical appealthat they justify analysis.

It should be noted- in the beginning` that the question of the ability
of an institution to determine 'the cost per studest unit in each of its
activities is not raigècl by .those w4o propose in the public printsthat students pay the 'costs. This may indicate some ignorance of
an actual situation. In spite. of increased efficiency in the manage-ment of college business affairs developed by recent pressures, few
educationál institutions have perté.cted their cost accounting to ihepoint reached by large business and manufacturing iistablishmerts.They are seldom able to determine with accuracy the actual cost pertinit of each element of instruction entering into a modern college
Course. It was hoped that the results oi the educational finaneeinquiry woulcraid materially in'promoting institutional cost anahNos,but this has apparently not been the case, although no crit'cit-m oits thorough and scholarly character is implied. The complaintheard most frequéntly withoreference to the processes presented bythe inquiry is that they are too complicated and involved to servethe needs of the educatioffal institutions. This complaint is a con-fession that accounting systems that would be comparatively simplein a large buisiness enterprise still appear mysterious and difficult'to .educational officers. The inquiry, however, has served to callatteition to some, basic principles of institutional accounting andhas tended to turn the minds of educational officers from the s!reto find some general method of cost analysis which would pefrmnit

comparisons between institutions, to the more ftmdamental pr lemof arriving at an intelligible method of determining in ,detail thecosts of their individual institutions. Discussion of payment ofcosts by students has, therefore, since cost tan not yet be cletermined,been conducted upon a somewhat abstract and impulsive Inisis. Itseeing reasonably clear, nevertheless, that through all this agitationa new current of thought with reference to the social position ofhigher edliktional institutions ib struggling for expression.
The conce.ption cif the purposes and, objectiires of highereduca-tional institutions implied by much of the discussion is different
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off,

from that accepted in the past almost without question. It is
derived chiefly from commerce and business. The idea seems to
be that higher education should be carried on not as a business but
in accordance with the principles of commercial operation aild that
the relatiofiships between student and institution should, so far as

.costil are concerned, be defined in terms of any business transaction.
Of course it is self-evident that such a, transaction will not be

upon a strictly business basis unless the sum required of students
meets all expenses, with adequate reserves for depreciation of plant
and for emergency., The proposal that students pay this cost, how-
ever, is not simply a proposal that those who can afford an educa-
tion gó to ihe pfoper markets for it. A number of corollary prin-
ciples and plans are includedin the discussion in order to care for
various degiees of student financial ability. It a basic principle,
howeveT, that those who receive education in th proposed educa-

k
tional department store must do so under the modern one-price
policy----the same cost to all for the same service. And since this is
an age of credit economyothe further proposal is made that students
who can not afford to pay these charges immediately be given an
opportunity to take advantage.of liberal long-ferm çredit adminis-
tered in a way designed to make benefactions safe, if-not profitable.
Other students might win prizes set up to encoufage special abilities
or attainments. Still pthers might be singled out and made recip-
fents of private or public benevolences administered through the
institution or by organizations that would encourage poor but worthy

-- --Audents as an incident to other activities. It is suggested also that.
special organizations may be est up for the specific purpose of making
wise distribution of gratuities of this kind.

In general, much the same plan is proposed that is now being used
o by many so-called business colleges and by private preparatory and
finishing schools. The old Valparaiso University had perhaps the
type .of business management 7hich most nearly represents what is
suggested for institutions of high scholarly attainments and speciali-
zations.- Success of institutions of these types lies primarily in the
fact that they offer something different, or claim to offer something
different, from that which is obtained easily in institutions of other
types. There may be in this fact a suggestion for the four-year
tolleges that more careful limitation of their services and objectives
will 'permit the adoption of measures looking to a larger degree of
support through the contributions of students.

Some. of the implications of this plan are obscure. Other conse-
quences and relationships shock traditional and accustomed ways of
looking at higher education. Opposition arises .from those Who are
-familiar with the history and spirit ,which have inspired church aAd
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HUME EDUCATION, 1924-1921 13

private colleges. (tampions of the principle of public higher edu-
cation as well question the advisability, from social and economic
standpoints, making the relationship between institution and
'student one of seller and buyer. They doubt whether education is so
much a matter of personal and private concern as it is a means of
insuring public welfare. They maintain that anything that would
tend to wéaken the citizen's belief in-his right to demand service from
our collegeS and- universities, especially of publicly supported ones,
would tend to destruction of social solidarity.

Thfl discussion of costs from the standpoint of advocating greater
contribution by the student has brought about no essential or espe-
daily significant change in objectives. No new principles have been
developed. In so far as this discussion has significance it lies in the
fact that processes and purposes formerly pursued and defended
apologetically are now securing 'clearer definition and outspoken
championship.

PUBLIC PRESSURE THROUGH POLITICAL ACTION

Increased demands upon the State and other public .sources of sup-
port have resulted in variobs forms of public action through political
agencies which have a direct bearing on the restatement of institu-
tional objectives. The action of these public agencies, however, has
not, despite the general impression to the contritry, been due entirely
to unwillingness to meet the expense of higher education. They have
been inspired in part by the spectacle of institutional rivalry between
the agencies set up by the .State to provide' higher education. It is

*fairly apparent, even to men with so little direct contact with the col-
leges and universities as is the case usually of State legislators, that
.quite frequently State institutions come to look upon their activities
froni an standpoint rather than from the standpoint of
public service to a State constituency. To cite specific instances of
this nature Nlifould be invidious, but anyone who i$ at ill familiar with
relations as they exist between different State inAitutions knows 'of
the frequent' controversy between the State university and the land-
grant college 'when they are separate institutions, of the antagonism
that sometimes is developed by both types of institution with normal
schools and teachers' colleges, and of the jealousy that arises iii the
case of separate ,institutions for men and wombn supported by the
State. Action looking to the creation of single boards of control over
all State institutions usually arises from controversies that are ex-
plaint:1d through the substituffon of consciousness of institutional
independence for consciousness of community interest with other
agencies in the *State's program of education.
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14 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1924-1928

Further, action by public authority hastto a certain degree been
influenced by the fact that State institutions have sometimes followed
the current example of privately stipported 'ones in cutting off or
advocating the reduction in the opportunity for admission. Where
it has been impossible for them to exclude from admissibon, the
same object has been accomplished frequently by drastic measures
to eliminate at an early date after tichnission.

Several university pre:sidents have called attention to the failure of
institutions to respond to public opinion. One of them puts it thus:

Institutions of higher learning have been less sensitive to public opinion than
have the elementary and secondary schooli. They have maintained
that they know better what society needs and wants in the way of higher edu-
cation than society itself knows.

. .appropriations,Political action inspired by demands for large by
the spectacle ofinstitutional rivalry, and by recognition of a tendency
to restrict, to comparatively limited groups the service offered by the
institution, has resulted"ofken in clearer restatement ofinstitutional
objectives, or in a growing consciousness on the part of public insti-
tutions that their field of freedom in determining objectives is limited
by such control. They have been forced to recognize that they can
not formulate their policies upon the basis of merely abstract and
theoretical grounds. It is becoming intretisingly less usual, therefore,
to continue the custom described byGone writer :

Conferences, local or national, have filled their hours of program discussion
with theoretical rather than practical analysis of community requirements.

Dean C. Mildred Thompson, of Vassar, expresses an idea with ref-
erence to the curriculum that is applicable also to the entire policy
of State-supported institutions:

One of the medal needs of the curriculum is that it must be adapted to the
kind of student who comes to college in this year and next, not to the kind who
was here 10 years ago or who may be here 10 years hence.

Objectives mu4 bt formulated in terms of specific State situations
and needs to a greater extent than has been the case in the past.

The pressures exerted by the State or by other political groups
have been apparent to everyone ja.r.ases which have become so acute
as those in Arizona, New Mexico, and Washington; but the signifi-
cance of legislative action in other States, Massachusetts, for instance,
gas been quite frequently ignored. Where the situation has not béen
critical, somewhat hasty and arbitrary action on the part of political
officers has expressed itself in terms of restricted appropriations or
in the establishment of new institutions for the performance of func-
tion9 that it was felt were not adequately exercised by the existing
ones.
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Educators have, on the whole, been inclined tó condemn the actioia
of political b6dies in emphuitic tei;Ms and sometimes with a degiee
of undesirable publicity, but seldom %does such condemnation display
a social undekstailding of the situation it. contradistinctiov.. to the
institutional or guild attitude. hi vie* of what on thii fac4 of it
appears to be arbitrary and unintelligent action, any degree of con-
dohement may op to be the expression of a mystical faith in
the -rightnss of d locratic methods. The fact remains, however,
that higher educati al itistitutions and others that are striving for
improved service ha e o deal with socitil conditions as expressed in
terms of governmental agencies and instruments. Recognizing this
basic premise it is extremely difficult to A lid the conclusion that if
higher educational institutions depend upon public support for their
existence they must be responsive to the desires of the body
iIich in practical effect means responsive to the political contiol of
the State. It would seem to be tile function of institutional servants
of the public to explain their proposals and polices to the people and
to the legislatil'e bodies responsible under oui system of gorvernment.

From the standpoint of education it must 14 admitted that many
actions taken by these political agencies seem unwise and short-
sighted. Yet it is noticeable that in few instances have educational
institutions 'attempted to picture in clear and unmistakable terms their
objmtives as related to the State, and in many cases the claims of
State educational institutions that they serve. local State functions
are expressed in the most glittering generalities. Theo solUtion of the
problem would 'seem to consist in the formulation of more specific
objectivs which could be expressed in concrete terms of 'programs
applicable to specific State situations. The Soft needed to furnish
political agencies with reasoned and serviceable/educational polkies
%Could provide larger returns than mere condemnation of thee mys-
terious awl indirect ways jn which democracy " finds direction out."
This can not be done by the institutions until they themselv% jook
upon their task in concrete terms based upon factual analysis of
social and econ6mic conditions in the State whose constituericy.they
serve.

CULTURAL VERSUS VOCATIONAL
4

. Discussion and action which arise from problems of numbers, from
high costs, and from political influence are so intimately connected
with immediately practical pressures that it is 'extremely difficult to
relate them to any common iIntellectual concept. Abstract opinion
and discussion in the realm of intellectual tpnviction are detached to
a considerable degree from these préssures, and their trend is easier
to estimate.. Naturally, however, since they are- abstract, these intel-
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p.

lectual influences have less immediate effecteupon. the formulation_ ofobjectives. Matters of opinion are in a sense more remote than thecompulsion of immediate fact, but they are no less real. In the longrun they may serve to guide development becau they create tenden-
cies rather than apply them to specific situatAs. During the bien-
nium much discussion has centered about emotional and intellectual
differences éf conviction co.ncerning the cultural and the vocational

The basic idea, is that the practical and the cultural are and must
be " at the grapple." This is, of course, merely another phrasing ofthe old cofitroversy between " the apostles of sweetness arid light"and the Philistines. It asserts that ,the cultural and tile; practi-
cal, _the scholarly and the vocational, can not be lumped together
successfully.

A few years ago the champions of vocational and so-called practi-cal education were the aggressors irt this struggle. Recently, how-ever, the question is raised chiefly from those who lament that highei
edtication has changed itS objectives during the past 20 years from
those formerly embodied in the liberal arts college, . It is assertedthat Culture and the instruction which produces culture are passing
away as a result of the development of a situation in which the lib-eral arts college is relatively .less dominant in higher educatioq. Itis asserted that the vocational motive now controls students indinstitutions .alike.

This conviction is based in part' upon the widening of the fieldof higher education in content and appeal. Immediately after the
wax, as a result of the rapid training of factory hand:and of soldiersin the manipulative prousses, the idea gained ground that educa-tional institutions should emphasize training ,to very specific objec-
tives. The two-year period under review 'gives many indications
'that' there has since. been a decided reactionjfnnot lowird rein-
statement of the liberal arts co*e, at least towara belief in generaltraining with cultural implications. Even the vocationalists them:
selves emphasize a definite and consc:ous policy of developing- gen-eral, sound abilities and individual mental activity as the most
practical methdd to attain vocational objectives.

Like so many glorifications of the past, much of the discussionabod the passing of culture assumes that iii olden days clergymen
and doctors and even lawyers never had any' intention of Making aliving, that their 'motives in attending college were entirely tho9e
of scholarly and refined attitudes. Mr. Shenahan expresses the fact
.of the past as well as an increasingly dominant tendency of the
present

Au the elements which Contribute to a man's efficient control and use of hiimentality, to his physical well-being, to his moral character, to his breadth..
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HIGHER EDUCATI6N1 1924-1926 17

of culture, and to his fair and courteous dealings with menall these elements
are interchangeable and equally serviceable for physicians, surgeons, lawyers,
and engineers.

He might have added for clergymen, Mechanics, merchants, house-
wives, and for individuals in all the walks of life. So little has-beeil
said with refeience to the tendency to accept this view of higher
education and so much has been said in assertion of the passing of

*culture, that .it is perhaps desirable to point out some of -the specific
niatters of fact. which indicat/ that the situation is not as critical as
discouraged gentlemen. would sometimes have us believe.

COLLEGES OF LIBERAL ARTS NOT PECTIN ¡NO

The facts about the passing òf the liberal arts education are not
easy to obtain. Enrollments, Unsatisfactory as they are as a measure
of allegiance to culture, indicate thaLwith few exceptions attendance
upon liberal arts colleges is not declining and that the number of
degrees obtained as a result of four years of devotion to the liberal
arts shows no serious decrease. Studias made by the modern .and
das.4ical language associations and the evidence collected. by Brother
Giles in his study a Latin *and Greek in. College Entrance and
graduation Requirements do not indicate decrepitude in these fields.
Mathematics seems not to have suffered seriously. History and phi-
lo4lly hold their own in the attention and devotion of large num-
bers. It is true that the. purposes for which these things are now
taught are not quite so vague and indefinite as formerly and that the
methods used in their study partake to a larger degree of the
scientific spirit than when " appreciation " or scholasticism coil-
troll'èd. Whether the combinations of these subjects which made the
old aits course still engage, as large a proportion of the total number
of students as formerly is not known. If this could be determined
it would afford a better basis for discussion than the abstract asser-
tions so frequently found. It seems, however, that the worst that-
can be said is that the liberal arts type of education` is now merely
one of a variety of higher educational programs. That cultural
study has lost ground since the days of our youth is by no means
certain.

Manylacts .point to increasing recognition of the values des6ribed
as cultural.. These facts include such significant things as complaint
on the part of several institutfons that there is a trend away from
science. The professional schools tend tò emphasize more the aii-
pects of education which have -been regarded as cultural. They
indicate a returning faith, if wit in the disciplinary value 4of :the
13o-ca1led Cultural suMects, at any rate in their pleattiCal Vidue and in
the habits of applicatioh develöped.by the-exertion required to mister
themp. It.is .true, however, th.at ány, form of mental application, even
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18 BIENNIAL SURVEY QF EDUCATION, 1924-1926

when pursued for the purliose of earning moniy, has cultural value.
It is apparent, as one-writer puts it, that America wilt ndt accept the
" European conception of scholastkism as the basis of organizati`oft
of colleges and universities." Segregation of culture and of liveli-
hood, of intellectual and of money values, does not take place in
life. They are intimately interwoven. 'America is becoming increis-
ingly insistint that they should become intimately interwoven in
eaucation. Fugitive and inconclusive evidence now found in obscure
opinion and inconspicuous action seems to indicate that many four-
year institutions now serving confised and imitative functions are
tendieg to revise their objectives in accòrdance with this ideal.

EDUCATION AS A' LIFE PROCESS
a

kxpansion of services and multiplication of offerings which 1'0%
been characteristic of highex education in the tnited States are
tending to 16ke real the conception of edtmttion as a procet extend-
ing throughout life. If this tendency continues, it will have marked
effect upon- the objectives of existing institutions and will pronke
the creation of new ones. Theoretical acceptance of life as a cop-
tinning process of learning is, of course, as old as 'thought itseLf.
But the idea that agencies should be- provided to furnish training
appropriate to all periods of life and to all the interests of living
is comparatively new in the field of higher education.. This concep-
tion does not accept stratilication of educational advance, eith-er as to
the body of knowledge or as to age of learning. Chancellor Broxn
expresses the idea with reference to the tvilege and profe.ssion,a1
student :

His technical or professional studies are not directed to a corpse (or cadaver)
of knowledge but to an unstable, growing adolescent body of knowledge.

The man or woman who has completed his education in tle old
sense is demanding that he, as well as,the young college student. be
given an opportunity to continue his orientation in the evei.-changing
aspects of -material ,and intellectual growth. Such a tendency is
foundpin the main in discussions of training for the internwdiati
levels, in the growing consciousness of adult eductitioil as a special
interest, and in the flux of higher educational organizations and
upits.

By intermediate levels are meant those aspects of interest and
occupation that lie between the nierely manual anthe, highly
technical or professional,. They arise from the specialii4iiin tliat
accompanies the development of comOlex mechanical and 'scientific
society. Trainin.g for these levels implies a degree of general educa
tion in excess of that required-for the per?ormance of the manipula-
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HIGHER EDUCATION, 1924-1028

tiiIeprocesses but less thoro6gh and extensive than that required
for the professions. Both secondary and higher educ4ion have
lagged behind the demand in providing specific educatioittfor these.-.
interests and occpations.

Many higher educaiion administratziors regard provision of such
education b3i6-the colleges and lmiversities as danKerous and' unde-
sirable. It. is maintaihed that such work would involve coniderable
reorganizatian of plant and of current conceptions of higher educa-
tion. It is somewhat difficult to see why preservation of the
existing organization of educational machinery and of educational.
concepts should be regarded as -more sacred obligations than pro-
vision of the education iteeded ind demanded. No one really
believes that advanced study, research, and the prWessional forms
of higher education will, by reason of provision for the semiprofes-
sional intermediate levels, give place' to trade ór handiCraft educa-
tion. The prastIre of society and of business for the most advanced
as well as for the intermediate forms of training is too great. These
pressures in both instances are not simply those of convention or
of abstract conviction. They arise frn:i the immediate and prac-
tical conditions of our 'material and social relationships under
conditions of scientific knowledge and progress.

In spite of the growing. ilesire to meet these _modern conditions,
two considerations still hinder development of training upon the
intermediate levels: First, the convenftt of the four-year collegy
course which makes anything less not quite reputable and hence
not acceptable to those to be trained or to those w)io might undertake
to give such 'training; sind, second, the feeling that such trainIng
might tend to limit life development to specific fields and levels 'less
remunerative and less esteemed than those attained through the
four-year college.

Cqnvention tends .to direct development of higher educational
institutions toward customary functions even'though social and eco-
nofilic conditions may well justify other courses. This is strikingly
shown ip current tendencies among negro colleges and _universities.
They are passing out of the stage in -which they were schools prepara-
tory for the more manual occupations. The dirtctiori toward which
thoir 'development is famed is that of transformation into the type
of college thin iñ literature and traditIon 'represents the" highest
intellectual achievement. In other words, they tend to become liberal
arts institutions in the strictest .sense of this somewhat vague desig-
natiov. Prépaidtion for the semiprofessional kind technical utilizig-
tio'fi (4 manual skills is not now regarded by them, in many. instances,
as' equally wörthy with the attainmeni of ábility to read Greek or
compose poetiy. This tendency, so evident among negro institua.
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20 BISNNIAL SURVIIY OF -EDUOATION, 19244926

!ions because the conditions of their developvnt so accentuate it,
is shared by many other institutions.

Americans are wit yet ready to accept the view that the ambitions
of youth should be grooved in.a eontinuous line and that all energies
thioughout life should be &voted to deepening a single channel of
progress.- They cherish the freedom, which has qprewld itbOf in
the lives of so many men of outstandini attainment, to shiftifrom
one dccupation to anóther 'and -from one field of endeiVor to othen

. as opportunity or desire dictates: It is feared that training for the
'intermediate levels may tend to decrease this freedom.

The number of college graduates who attain great financial suCoeaeor who occupy positions of honor and note is small, as compared
ilith those who all their lives are engaged in maintzining themselves
somewhat above the level of mere subsistence by mans of work-a-day
effort. Even in a democratic society those who. occupy the apex ofthe dommunity pyramid are relatively few and rest up-on a constantly
wide2ing subsfructure of human life and effort-. Nevertheless, edu-
Cate& men are sound in their refusal to accept figures of speech
expressed in term,s of static structure, whether they be ".the top of
the ladder " or " the apex of the pyrainid," as presenting conditions
analogous to these of social life. The intermediate levels will be
occupied. Training will be needesi and is useful upon these level&
Yet it is fairly obvious that few educators have accepted or will be
willing- to accept any system of education which tends to stratify,
American life. Provision for training on the intermediate levels must
not tend to make anore difficult or 'less likely later preparation for
higher learning, but Intuit contribute to the ease with which prepare/.
tion for change is obtainèti and the change itself. made, Perhaps some
opposition to training of this character i5 due to the life of the expres=
sion "training for the intermediate levels." A better figure wouid be.

preparation life at the way stations or-Progress." NopleAto
leave the trains at way siations and people live there happily, some
of them all their lives. But the trains continuously provide means
of reaching points up the line,to those who are prepared to- go and
are able to wty the fare. Whéther ambitions for education take the

*form of mere excursions to new fields or settle upon MOre permanent
life purposes, the way to realization should be kept Open and in

4 efficient working order.

ADULT EDUCATION

No single factor perhaps has contributed more to art understand*
of th6 idea of education as a life process than the recent astounding
growth otinterest in the problems of adult! education, The excellent
stuOies made od th publicity, given to adult edueatbion represent the
development of general awareness of a movement that has been grow-
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21
ing during the pasi 20 years. This development is in part due to Uie
impetus given by the activities of the Carnegie Corporation in the
fieldrpf achiit education, but is hardly a measure of actual-growth.
The announcement of the formation of the American Association' for
Adult Education .recognizes that -itsqunction is to ere aid anal
expression to activities, not to create them :

The association plans no campaignevno driven.. It will meek to put on record
the efforts of adult education already begun and stand ready to give them
whatever agsistonce it can. Similarly it will stand ready to give adiice and
Resistance to those that are in pro9pect or contemplation. It will publish perti-
nent *tern! at Intervals and convene conferences when subjects vital emiugh
press for discuss-ion. Most of all it will seekto accumulate a body of mdterial
bearing on the problems of adult edwation to which all those facing such
problems ney resort.

The expression adult education " is displacing the de;scriPtive
terms " ¡Rime study," " university extension," and similar expressions
that have inadequktely.described the educational aid to adults which
colleges and universities bare tried to provide. This is fovtunate.
College and, university administrators whose understanding of uni-
versity extensiop NMI pretty. largely confined_ to appieciation of its
publicity value are grasping .the connoiations of the term " adult
education," and tend as'a result to remonstruct their educational out-
look. to acCommodate extension activities and resident instruction to
the aitainment'of a aiinmon sriarobjective. Six or eight years ageo
it was usual to- dismiss upbrgretwsive championship of the inaepent
worth of the-adult education activ4ies embodied in university e' n
sion with a pun: " You must have something to extends" Except
the case of agricultural extension, it waS difficult to obtain from cot-
lege adininistrative officersoutside the extension divisions themsehres;
any other conception of extension work than that it was a tentacle
of -surplus material reaching out tentatively from the body of the
institution. This attitude-is disappe.firing. College a' Is iiskrators
are beginning to view university extension as an eleme in their,
service coordinate with resident instruction in the contribUtion made
by the instiiutions to a never-ending educational process.

What the effebt,of this viewpoint will be upon the organization still
activities ot the traditional as well as upon the newly developed uni4
of Our highei educational system is not yet ,clear. If, as seems likelY,
interest in idult education transforms the current conception of edu-
cation from one in which it is tisualized as a succession oi istitT
tions and of periodic progressiims fwm diplomtr, to degrees, to siork
intO a conception in which education: is looked upon as a life &mess
of which die school stages areicarcely more signifidant than other and
perhaps subsequent opportunities to learq, the .effect upon the objec-
tives d'resident instruttion may be even nswe significant thanathosii
upon university. extension.
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Readjustments of institutionil organization and relationships, such
as the juilior high skool, the senior high school, the development of
tedinical and social institntes, university extension aCid other% toms
of adult education, -reorgimization of relationships between the high
school and college, between the lower and upper divisions of the
college itself, and*:-between graduate and the profeional types of
educatjon, are all related to the development of.flexible and universal
provision for all varieties of educational demand: It is true at
very Iitt e _discussion has related these separate and distinct move-
ments to thit or to any other, common ionception of educational
thought. Atterition has been centerN upo immediately practical
coriCerns rather than upon interpretat )11 of th common vocial for4vi
which underlie sperific proposals an( accomph lunents. Subsequent
(liscussión of measuYes taken and devices fidupted by higher educs .
tionai institutions provit,le evidence of haie relationship.; to general
ideas and to common ideals.

This is a convenient point call alwion to one illustration of
klie tendency to relate intimately formal education to subsequent life
experience. Institutions anti educator.: quite generally expresN
content %ial the processes now _preliminary to the attainment of
higher degrees and with the lack of significance attached to .Awra.
They assert that these degrees are no* obtained by runningor
pluggingover a set academic course and taking without- disaster
periodic academic hurdles. They do not represent pj .,scholarly
attsinment tested by experience and sanctiotted by the judgment of
ripe scholarship. This view has led Lehigh University recently to
adopt a Wan whereby it hopes tÌo make aspirants for the advanced
engineering degrees stitmit to the adjudication of time and
ewe. The fouryear engineering course will in the future lead only
to the degree of bachelor of science in the various branches of engi:
Aeering. Five yeais of practical experience in charge of work after
graduation and a thesis will be required to secure the title of civil.
mechanical, electrical, or chemical engineer% An extreme 'proposal
designed to accomplish similar results for the Ph. D. Is as yet heard
only in a semihumorous vein. In substance, the suggestion is that

..degrees in vurse beyond the masters be abolished and that all Ph. D's
be made honorary and be granted foIr scholarly latainmerit no earlier
than five years after relations with any educational institu-
tion.have been severed. 'The idea is advanced in lev.ity but is not
without soundreason. since it implies recognition of real attainment
in. the scholarly walks of life after the formal achievemerits in
academic cloisters have been testecrbjr time.

The conception of education s process continuing .throughout
in 116E704 with those tendendes of practical procetlure-nów._
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HIGHER PIIITATION, 1924-1926

evident in the Universities-and coilqes which look to better service
to the individual; to greater fref!iotit in the exercise of iRdividual
abilities, and in the attainment of individual aims, and to ctmeen:
!rated effort both as to time and to content of instruction:- it» isre-
ported that -one of .the great- national educational associations has
designated it committee to consider theauest ion of the coordination of
the units.of our educational system. Ins to be hoped that the efforts
of this committee will not content themselves with examination of
entrance units, graduation requirementN, and prescribed subjects,
but that it will avproach the problem of coordination from the social
*itandpoint and will attempt to define tyPical institutional functions
in a way that will enable them to relate ihesmselves to a system
designed to provide ei ication.at all ages in anyA.the aspects of
living.

APPLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC METHODS TO STUDY OF HIGHER.
EDUCATION Ç.

An outstanding development that has so manifested itself during
the biennium as to-take on almost the nature of a movement is the.
4rrowth of systematic and icientific sttidy of the methods hand
e

pro-
of higher education. It is not iinplied, of course, that sys--

tetnatic and careful study of these pioblents has dextloped entirely
during recent years. Certainly the causes: for interest ing'such studies
anti the ability to make them lie further 'back than the past decade. It
IINS taken two generations or more to make theoretical acceptance
of the seientific method exiiress itsejf as a mode of thought onthe
part of the intellectual classes represented in ceillege administritions
and faculties. Exaniination, itowever, in recent files of educational
journals, of the Projeedings of educational associations and of other

.publications embodying discunions of higher education gives the
impression. of an ever-increasing tendency to substitute reports of
careful inquiry made upori a factual basis for inspiring and viorQus
championship of abstract ideas. Presidents' reports naturally con-
tinue, tò be tilled in large part With financial, statement!, but even
these nrii tending to lake forms that contrlibute to understanding of
the educational it4ation well as to knowledge of total debits and
credits. Further, in the larger and even in some 51E the Smaller insti-
tutions. the liortions of the president's report, formerly taken up 4ith
innocuous statements on the part of deans and other administrative
officers, are increasingly becoming discussions of significant facts
carefully assembled, roordinated, and interpreted. Work of this
.kind that can be done ti-nd is being done more geterilly is well illus-
trated by the presidents' 'reports isened from Miami University. . .
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It is time that there may be some tendency to collect information
whiçh is merely interesting or curious, and it sometimes happens
that the technique of assembly and interpretation is faulty. There
is, however, little justification fortle.,1 attif,ude still sometimes found,.
which asserts that questionnaires may be multiplied and vast amounts.
of information colleet.ed, but the results are no greater than could
have- been obtained by the exeicise Cf ordinary common..sense in the
beginning. The aPparent element of truth in such statements fails
to recognize the fact that there is a vast difference between conclu-
sións reached upon the basis of " common sense " exercising itself
upon incomplete data, and the same conclusion reached through
processes of careful collection and analysis of adequate information.
Opinions of this kind come from those who have failed to grasp the
meaning of the scientific method: It is significant that the factual
rAther than _the impression basis is rapidly becoming the guiding
piinciple of educational discussion. Such an approach may well lead
further than elaborate educational philosophies constructed upon a
priori grounds.

A significant and important' fact is that this attitude and the
studies embodying this attitude are not found in large institutionsand graduate schools alone. They, it is true, continue to produce
studies of the greatest interest and significance, but ,the smAll coh
leges, institutioils of which many of the leaders of educationalthought have barely beard, are also ollecting information about
themselves and arranging and interpreting it in aCcordance withmethods of sound scholarship in order to guide understanding andaction upon their problems.. Many of the institutions which*, areaPplying the scientific method to consideration -of their problems°are not distinguished for their attainments or outstanding educa-
tiorial contributions.' Recent investigation reveals in several institu-tions of less than a thousand students, most Careful study -of theservice of the college to the State or other contituency, based uponanalysis of population, wealth, industry,. and other fattors. It isquite usual nowadays to sée publications and mimeographs embody-ing educational studies prepared by 'institutions that but a few yearsago were iaising no questions except routine ones and these chieflyof how to secure students and, money. Further, the methods usedand the character of the studies produced are usually such as toexcite ;the confidence and respect of the most highly qualified men .in the educational world.

The list of ,such studies is increasing so rapidly and so mitny ofthem receive no circulatip outside of the immediate campus vicinitythat no adequate record or knowledge.a, much of this work existsanywhere. With a few exceptions, college facility in the use of
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publicity is not highly develop0d, and it apelike well for the serious
and practidal purpOses for which most of these studies are made
that the educational jouniab are not flooded with them and that
pamphlet literature does not take on the aspects of a s.noWstorm.
NeverthelesS, it is unfortunate that these studies can not be systemati-
cally collected in larger numbers.* They constitute añ element of
fugitive edikational information that would repay synthesis or at
least continued study.

liere and there, to be sUre, institutions evidence a commendable
tezidency to publish faculty Etna committee studies of intental and
educational. problems. S.uch publication is on quite a different basis
than that secured by individual initiative. Institutional printing of
gtudies of this character gives the professor who places great faith
in ihe advantages of .publicatioil an outlet for his creative ability
througli natural channels not involved in commercial considerations
and promOtion of self-interest.

It is significant also that these studies and publications are not
confinedto any one section of the country. It is true that..in the
East are located most of the older, larger, and better known insti-
tutions tgat the educational journals for the most patt emanatè
from tire East; and that *these institutiais and journals tire pro-
Clueing studies of the highest type most scholarly:character: This-
importance of the East is evident iii a recent bulletin:a the klso-
ciation of University Professors, whicfi confined discussion of presi-
dential reports to institutions east of the Appalachians.

VINWPOINTS OF THE WEST AND SOUTH

It is cause for congratulation that the number of, studies issuing
from the West and South-is constantly gro%ving pand.that their.char.
actey is on the whole thorough and scholarly. Excessive dominance
of eastern opinion, noted by many writers, .is as a result .giving. way
to the creation of a fundaniental. unity of national educational prac-
tice without destruction of variety adapted to specific local conditioni.
Where we used to hqar onlx.of Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Princeton,
Pennsylvania,. Cornell, and. Johns Hopkins, we now look for the
publications also of Peabody, State, Chicago, Minuest4a, Iqwa,
Leland Stanford, *ichigan,, Wisconsin, and the University of Cali7
fornia. In the faF no institutioly of similar weight .has ás
yet developed, but in the pout4i as.elsewhere many important
studies are being ma4 upon; asaientific basis by the smaller ,insti-
tutiont. I All this means a kroadèning 4, contapt ,aPplication
.01 vaeried influences the,OrOlenas of national Eyfery
msripn. sonot4iiig tio jcontrihu0 04. sphoIaily impulses no ongef4
come ?Rik, from nortii of and pf,0941111p.,,,
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SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION AN IMFOSTILNT FACTOR

The schools and colleges of education are one of the most impor-
taht factors in promoting scientific study of the problems of higher
education.' These institutions are turning out an ever-increasing
stream of studies produced by faculties and by graduate students.
The bibliographical difficulties in handling masters' and doCtors'
theses combine with the survival of the feeling that graduate-stu-
dent work is not of much significance to prevent full utilization of
itudies of these types, although the'y are.now usually produced ynder
the direction of the trained faculties of the colleges of education.
Detailed summaries?) reports, or reviews of masters' theses and ade-
quate' collection of Ph. D. theses have not been tirranged. A few of
the larger institutions, such as Columbia, Chicago, and Ohio State,
have arranged systematic methods of making such work available
to their own students, but on the whole the vast amount of informa-
tion collected and treated by graduate students under competent
direction serves little useful purpose except to the student himself
and perhaps to the professor directing his work. Since many of
these studies are careful treatments of well-defined subsectors of
higher educational fields, it .is unfortunate that we should have no
system of reporting them similar to that used by the law reviews.
Such zepairtitg might as a by-product also serve to raise the tone
of somt. of the work now done for tire master's 'and the doctor's
degrees.i

The tendency to rely upon careful scientific study of the internal
problems of the institution is expressed most effectively in the grow-
ing development of the new profession oi educational adviser to the
president. Some of our larger institutionsPurdue University, the
University of Minnesota, Oregon Agricultural College, Michigan
Agricultural College, University of Pittsburgh, and several others
are setting up research IYureaus or in less formal days are assigning
to persons freed from departmental responsibilities the task of study
and presentation óf the internal problems of the institution. Charles
H. Judd, of the University of,thicago, proposes to organize a
bureau of scientific service as a branch of the work of the schol of

, education. If the plan is correctly understood, this bureau would
provide smaller institutions that can not themselves afford to main-
tain officers for this special purpose with a means of securing dis-
interested study tof their internal problems.

One important result of research of the kind under discussion is a
decided reduction of the tendebcy to regard an educational device,
or means of accomplishing an educational end, as an end in itself.
The purpose or use of procedures consickred is kept more prominently
In mind and the method a accomplishment is more frequently sub-
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jected to criticism and test. There is still room, however, for further
application of the scientific 4sirit to use of popular devices and
adaptations of organization introduced to the educational ,world
under the auspices of agencies which command respect. It is still
cause for .amazement, for instance, to discover the number of instiN-
tions which give psychological tests to freshmen upon entrance and
then make no or little use of the results. The illustration chosen is
perhaps not entirely happy, since psychological testing has been pro-
moted by the American Council on Xducation as a means of collect-
ing data to be used for purposes of cooperative research in this field.

REBICARCII LESS INDIVIDUAL

Rekarch is becoming less individual in the case of the pioblems of
higher education as well as in other fields: The report of Dean
Wilbur Lucius Cross, of Yale, depicts a .situation which to' a, degree
is interinstitutional as well as intrainstitutional:

Repearch all the way tipward, from the guidance of graduate student* to
investigation conducted by trained specialists, is assuming a cooperative char-
acter. The departmental reports tell the story. They show scholars continu-
ing researches begun a decade or more ago, of so fine a character as to have
Won recognition the world over. They spow some departments functioning
almost as a unit in an attack upon a single problem or a group of closely
related problems. Th6r shoW further that departmental lines, which have
never been very rigid at Yale, disappear altogether when there arises a problem
of several phases requiring for its solution the concerted effort of two or more
departmental groups.

The magnitude of the existing body of educational knowledge and'
the 3. complexity of the processes, which even an apparently simple
problem involves, account in part for educational Noperative re-
search. A,more scholarly spirit, less seeking for individual advan-
tage, wider acquaintance, and better means of recording sand comm.-
nicatini results, also contribute. Surveys, such as those conducted
by the- Society fo;. the Prómotion of Engineering Education, by
the Modern and the Classical Language Associations, represent
cooperative effort which should brifig results of national significance
to higher education. The surveys ,of the negro colleges and universi-
ties and of all the land-grant *colleges, NW being conducted by the
United States Bureau of k4ucation, also involve intricate and -wide-
spread cooperation. This process of cooperative study has not, how-
ever, worked itself out very generally through institutional expres-
sion. There is little apparent tendency to trcept coordination of
educational study, similar to that which exists between the experi-
ment stations of the land-grant colleges. Need still eiists in the fiéld
of education for institutional.specialization of study and for develop-
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ment of coordinated relationships between the researches cairied
by separate institutions.

*It is apparent and significant' that few of the edUcational studies
made during the biennium are based upon, or take their geparture
fromf thorough-going examination of sociat and 'economic cgnditions.
One instance of the value of such application is afforded by the
negro land-grant institutions. For years they carried on abstract andindependent discussion directed to arrive at conclusioris which would
serve as real guides in the construction of program's of industrial
education. Under the guidance ft the United StateS Bureau of Edu-cation a study of the social and economic conditions which surround
negro workers in the South was made. Upon the basis of facts thus
revealed concerning opportunities ogered by the society in which
negroes live wn industrial program was developed and is now beingcarried into effect, without reference tò abstract 'artiaial standardsand without reference to the means or averages a practice, but in
direct application to actual situations.

Desire to study .actual situations has in one instance perhips.led
to some distortion of tile scientific attitude. With the growth of for-
eign fellowships, exchange of pro rs, and our c oser re ationswith European economic conditioi some tendency toward an exak-,
gerated valuation of European ractice,see to have developea.Pres. H. N. MacCracken,--of y assar, ex.& sses something of acritical attitude upon this matter in his report for 1926:.

It seems wise to review these facts in this sixty-fifth year of 'Omar history:,
because% nt the present time, largely owing tv the favorable conditions of Ameri-can economic life, the American educational world has been inundated bycommissions and by private investigators, as well as byillhodes scholars return-ing from the gray towers of Oxford, and by Others returning with the spoils ofthe continental doctorate of philosophy, who would persuade us that our sys-tems are all wrong. They are joined on this side of the water by critics who,with a conveniently romantic memory, recall their student days -in Germanyand choose to Wore all the progress that has been made in America sincethose student days.

Tlfe value of European contact abd of audy of European educit-
tional conditibns and practices should not be minimized. Attention
is called to this matter for the sole rëason that in some cases an incli-
nation is revealed to quote European practice as final in instances inwhich it is only. the beginning.

I Existence of a general tendency to increased use of factliai and
scientific studies to guide educational development and practice, andthe fact that so little is generally known of this field of higher
educatiotial study, suggest that a clearing agency to report studies
9f this character might rénder a most, useful service. This sugges-,doll appears more practical and desirable in view of the- results of
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the work of tilts educational research bureau in Purdue. One of
the aspects of its work is the production 6f a mimeographed sum-
mary of fife current literature iii higher educatiön. This was under-
taken because the impression existed among faculty members of
Purdue, as it. does elsewhere", that very little helpful literature exists
or is being produced in the .field of higher education. The experi-
ment at Purdue created a tremendously increasql demand for the
material described in the review and also, without publicity, brought
about an impressive demand for the mimeograph from institutions
throughout the United States. The work of the National Commit-
tee On Research in Secondary Education also suggests that there is
place for.some agen4 to serve a similaT function with reference to
higher education. The Comwittee on Research in Secondary glu .

cation lacks an adequate !naps of disseminating. the infamation
which is available to it. In the field of higher\ education it wpuld
be very desirable that frequent periodic reports of studies completed
or under way be embodied in a publication. Probably such a vein-
lure could not be placed upon a commercial basis. It fihould enlist
the cooperation of a large number of institutions and. educational
agencies and should be tree from any hint of exploitation frolli.a

. commereial or institutional standpoint.

BETTER EDUCATIONAL SERVICE TÓ THE INDIVIDUAL

Limitation of the services institutions, the desire to interwea ve
the cultural and the practica in higher education, the view that
education is a life processall these tendricies unite to provide better
educational sei(vice for the individu student.. President Lowell,
of Harvard, in his report Am 1924-25, notes this increased interest :

The trend away from tiT4 older system of instruction, imparted wholly by
independent, self-limited courses, and toward a new conception that the stullent
is the only true unit and end of education, has been making
years in many institutions of learning,

. The dean of Columbia College prefixes his report for 1925 with the
following statement :

It will be observed that practically every question mentioned in the follow-
ing pages has its roots in the attempt to make the,college a blace where each
individual may have the oppoitunity to develop to the full any capacity that
he may pnshess. This principle regards the individual student as# the unit
on whfch our Fqstem of edtication is built, rather than the professor, the
curriculum, or the social collegiate experience.

A number of educational and intellectual, as Clistinct from mate-
rial, considerations have contributed to acceptanCe of this attitude
on the part of college faculties and administrative authorities.

The amazing progress of psychqogical study, especially that
which has concernect itself with the capacities, abilities, and learn-
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ing processes of the individual, has percolated through the entire
academic wOrld. Temporary checks placed upon recognition of the
worth of these studies through the application of the term " psy-
chological " to a variety of trite and Itolish developments has been
overcome to a largt degree. The underlying trend of this psychol-
ogy, or the understanding of it by those outside the technical 60d-of
psychology, has been in the direction of emphasis tlpoti -the impor-
tance of the i.ndividual, his motives, his mental processes. Class
lectures, class drill, and other more or less mechanical forms of
controlled exercises .hichA pass for teaching, are place to'h
methods which depend upon the individual's own activity" in learn-
ing. As-a result, teaching tends to become less generally a process
of the professor filling the pint, of st.udent capacity by pouf*: from
his widow's crifse of inexhaustible knowledge. The individual stu-
dent is looked upon as living, self-actuated organism who in life will,
in spite of social presstres and *material environment, determige
In Jarge part his own relationships and direct his own Activities.
Interest in the individual is evident in measures taken by institi-

tions that may for conyenience be discussed under three topics
student relationi and welfare, imr;rovement of teaching, interest in
the superior student. Each of ihese topics will be.taken up ih turn.

.

STUDENT RELATIONS AND WELFARE
I

What is mfant_fiy.thé interests, actrvities, and eelationships com-
prised in the term"' student relations and welfare " is perhaps best
expressed by the committee appointed at the University of Minne-
sota-to study "'all those influences affecting life, character, and train-
ing of young people in a university." This committee will consider
not costa .of education, not faculty needs. not building needs but
the welfare of the student and*the extent to which all other activities fife actu-
ally benefiting the young people for- whom the institution is created * * *.
htudent **tare. will be ipterpreted by the' ciimmittee in its broadest ¿meaning,
implying all benefits received by the students iron-) Pre'rythlyg Ahnt go4;A' sin at
the university, wfiether participation I. required Ir they take part of their
im-ti initiative.

No such broad study has ever beek.made,jailw . points of
outstanding intefest" and importance, with reference to: student wel-
fare may be summarized briefly by this revieW of the biennium.

Freshman Week, inaugurated some years ago, has spread rapidly
during the period. Originally adopted as an fixpiPrimental meahs of
making the transition from home to college life less abritpt. it is
being accepted mid `usedsalmost as a standard phise in universiiy
and college piocedure. A study made by MT. Stodditrd and Mr.
k7recien, of the. University of Iowa, on the status cif freshman 'week
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amoiig 84 institutions with the largest enrollments shdws that 27 had
experience with freshman .week and thai 21 had definitely set a date
for inaugurating it. The growth of this practice among these 84

40universities is shown by the fact that " in 1922 freshman week was .

inaugurated in 1 university ; in 1923, in 3; in 1924, in 8; in 1925, in
15; in the fall of 1926 it will be inaugurated in 20; in 1927, in 1 .

- definitely and in 1 probably ; in future (as yet not decided) , in 12."
The more, extensive attempt by-Yale University to develop a fre,sh-

_rnaiVyear has proved very succe.ssfut at that institution. The scholar-
ship of ihe class has been raised and the percentige of those diopped
for academic reasons has decreased from 10.9 ¡ter cent to 8,5 per Cent.
While' there seems to be a greatly Increased interest in the entire
freshman year on, the part of many instittitions, none, so far as
known, has imitated Yale iù formal organization. The interest in
the freshman year and in the indivi,a1 freshman is elsewhere ex-
pressed by more attention to his relationships with the faculty and
Rah other students. At the Univers4 of Illinois,lor instance,.évery
freshman, senior, foreign student, .and student on probation is given_
a factklty adviser. Similar vecial attention is given at othér insti- 0
tutions in guiding him through his cotIrses and in offering him oppor- 4

tunity for personal advice and assistance. .

At Yale freshman year has been handicapped by the ,necessity of
housing some freshman off the campus,n. order to, effect social con-
trol 'find to create community spirit, alt.-ration is 'also being given ai-
other institutions to the housing of freshmen. Vassar4or instfince,
has withdrawn all fresh,man nonresidents from houses in the vicinity
of the'campus,thut, as the president's report ekpresse's it, " resuming
complete responsibility for the eiwironment created during the proc-
ess of unde-reraduate training." common tables for freshmen are
also being advocited, even in situations which make housing togreiher
.impossible as yet. ,

One of the 'objects of requirements that freshmen live and eat
together is the control it affords over health conditions. Examina-
tion of reports shows an astonishing development of other measures
adopted to regulate alid to improve health. At 'many small institu-
tions, such as Bates and Skidmore, the attention given to the health ;
of students is as outstanding as in some of the larger universities.
The situation at the University of California is perhaps typical. At
that institutiori over 75 per cent of th'e entire student body made
use of -itä infirmary one or more times cluring A single year. At
Miami University 433 of the 1,701 students receied treatment in its
.hospital. The clinical reportg show even more impressive figures.
In Ohio Ms been formed the prat State section of the- American
Student Health Association, undir the e of the Ohio Student
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Ifia lth Association. Care and inteiiestr of this kind indicate.a recog-e:
nition of the educational inipoitance of student health from the cor-
reCtive standpoint. Activities noted in preceding biennidmi vihieh
emphasize student recreational exercise have become so general that
it would be -difficult to discover.outstanding_developments.

Closely related to the attention given to phygical health by the col,
leges and universities is the increased importance attached to the
creation of agenci:..:. e care for the mental health of students. :The
work done at Vassa the. University of Minnesota, at California,
and elsewhere has not received-the attention it deserves. M.i'sconeep;
tion and inadequate understanding of the assistandci whi9h miy be
iendered through a service that has been handicapped by the naMe
44 psychiatry " _usually takes the form' of belief that its .field is that
of treatment ofi the. insafie. This is, of 'course, not the case. These
services in the universities are concerned for the most part with.the
removal of mental obstructions to the fullest. Nrsomg realizatiodef
abilities find character. In the present state of knowlesfge in regard
-to these 'wafers, it is true that the extrerne.cases are receiving most
attention. But the- knowledge gained may point the way to useful
service that may wéll be extended at. some period of their lives to
many individuils who are regarded as mentally and morally -norma.,

e
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Certain matters ot convention and practice that are usually not
interpreted ¡n moral senses,

,
but are of importance. .and significance

in-the college social community, continue to receiVe attention. The
regulation of the use of automobiles has receivgd much publicity;
largely _because of the action taken by the University of Illinois in
forbidding their .tise. Institutions as far apart as Princeton and the
Textis .Agricultural and Mechanital College hav'e also inaugutatfd,
drastic motor-car regulation. It is argued in support of Derail" regu-
lation of the use of motor cars by students that automobile tend
to low scholarship and waste of tiine, that accidents, violatio'n i f law,

And móral delinquencies result from free-use of this means of ,ftans-
portation'and recreation. In spite of the discussion and the action
condemning student use of .the automobile, sdraEitic restriction hu
been on the whole regarded by many institutions ith tamuseminthIn some instances it is contended that cuttipaeoff automobile privi-
jeges does not meet the fundament41,situation-,..which .is to proVide
training which will give self-control in regard to.iise of time,.inspire
car9 for the rights others, create interest in scholarship, and insure
respecti for the law, both statjitörjr mad zitoral.

The question of.funo144, especially on the part of women students;
74. still kilbject of diScussion and consideiation. On the wholet,:
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bowever;_the tendency proba ly is regard its.from. the standpoint
reflected in President MacCralcke atement :

k
As a Social practice, students atie,

College, entitled to decide the matt
health, the college is entitled'to drôl
fall to measure up to the minimum s

lit the. Wist and South smo
having 'significance of greater social Op
'East. This is especially true of smekillg
men are frequently *surprised to find thfit
forbitiden br discountenanced on the ciille -.camp
college buildings. A conference was haft rece
inCluad representation from Bryn Mftwr, M
Vassar, and Wellesley, to consider tile ques on
women studena, but no joint actioù wits taken.
report clearly states the 'significant/feature of
vhich'rupresentatives of student government part ipated.
portant point in her view was not a question o
smoking, kut " the result (ff the discussion is a w
part of the student body to bring the problem of
for a joint 'discussion between them, the1 faculty, a
istration."
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STUDENT. 8121-4X;VERNMENT

During the period under consideration self-governmen
has been undergoing retxamination and criticism. This specially
true in the men's THeges, but is not manifest in the w o en's self-
governing associatioris. At Wlscónsili; after 20 years of '% perience,

:self-evernment by the men students has been abandoned. At Yale,
after T.efusedperiod in which the student council apparently to
exercise its. functions of investigation and disciplinary action, reor-

nizatibihas resulted iii`a rejuvenatiozr which has produced " results
that were at once surprising and gratifyink." At Cornell also doubt
has existed with reference to the self-regulation of student conduct,
but in his last report the 'president expresses satisfaction over the
spirit which dominates students' adminiaration of matters that fall
under theii control. . The presi.dent of the, Illniversity of California

',olio highly commends the student governmenti of that institution.
In so. far as questions with reference -to student government have

arisen, they seem iocenter largely about distasté for the exercise of
inve-stigative and disciplinary functions. 'Faculties do not -like these
duties, and in some cases their ,transfer to the student b9tly Iqts been
dictated by the idea that the faculty would thus escar
in the sphere of punishment and police, rather than by a constructive
plan for developing the spirit of ;pal studint participation in the
management of his epvironmental /yid socii1.1i4.,
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RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION

Several symposia upon , the 5ubject of student welfare have cen-
tered about the question of verluntáry anti compulsory chapel attend-
ance. No consensus of opinion seems to have been reached. The
faculty of Vassar has pine on record as favoring voluntary chapel,
and 1925-26 endd compulsory chapel at Yale. Compulsory attend-
ance at chalig in most of the southern and western institutions is
apparently chusing little concern. Most of the discussion doe.; not
clearly distinguish between chapel exercises as religious services and
chapel exercises as serving the .functions of general student assem-
blies. The question is therefore a coifused one in many respects.
Probably their attitude toward chapel attendance does nOt adequately,
measure either the interest of students or their attitude with respect
to religious observances and religious faith. Certainly the promi-
nence given to advocacy of voluntary chapel does not indicate a
decline in the colleges and universities of interest in relies either
on the part of students or administratiqns. .

Religi9n in education has during the biennium been discussed to
an extent that makes it almost take on. the character of an important
development. It is difficult to determine how much of this interest
is due to recrudescence of the traditional dominance of religious
motives, a dominance that has always been, arid probably always will
be, stronger than preoccupation with less personal motives sometimes-
leads us to believe. Much of the discussion is due,' no doubt, to
recurring alarm on the part of middle age as to whttt the younger
generation is coming to, and it eviclently represents An attempt on the
part of the elders" to revive early religious toining as a .means of
saving youth. Some of the interest is due to readjusted views of
education, which leaa.to the conviction that knowledge and culture,
ivhether sciéntific or classical, fail to create elements of character
demanded for social and individual welfare. Wbatever the cause' for
revived interest in-student religion, studies show in State-supported,
as well as in private and denominationally controlled institutions, that
the number .of courses in religion, in biblical literature, and in
related subjects has been greatly multiplied. The approach to this
instruction has been well described as follows:
, Tbe aim of instruction is to examine in scholarly fashion and with impar-
tiality whataeligion is and what part religion lias played in the history of the
buinan race. The subjects of these courses include the Bibles the study and
interpretation of religion, church history and religion as a factor in personal
and social life.

'The impression gained is that in so far as institutions are embody-
ing education about religion in formal courses, they partake in only
a slight degree of the deep emotional fervor which inspired religions
instruction prior to the development of the scieritific spirit.
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The topic of religious instruction suggests a digression from stu-
-dent relations and welfare to call agttention to the educational stand-
ards of seminaries for the training of Protestant clergymen. There
is in many institutions of this kind a very low standard of scholar-
ship. The courses offered)titve little imifoimity of intellectual`con-
tebt. No generally a(kcfipted standard c.ourse intended -to prepare
clergyinen exists. Among Protestant denominations, church bodies
exercise very little control over the inkruction given. in preparation
for their ministries. Conditions of admission range from grammar-
school preparation or even less to the requirement of a first degree
from a reputable collef* The graduation requirements and the
degrees,granted at the conclusion of the courses of study are equally
=fused. TheUationship cif work in the theolog:cal seminaries to
that of the colleges and universities, especially to the gradtiate
schools, is unCertain and unsatisfactory. Under modern conditions
it would appeir _that, even though coiiiihon agreement as
to .basic content can not be reached, the seminaries of individal
denominations might well, in cooperation with church bodies, *agree.
upon more uniform standar&

IMPROVEMENT OF. TEACHING

Ever since teaching has been considered from the professional
standpoint. it has been asserted that the poorest teaching in the
world is found in the colliges. Until recently,.. however" there has
been little direc attack on this problem. Courses of study have
been given looking to preparition of grade and high-school teacher's,
but none for the trainink of college teachers.. No doubt the teaching
funaion in the colleges has been regarded as important, but practice
has made advance in salary and rank depend more largely upon
preparation in subject matter and upon research, literary, or other
creative activity than upon the quality of classroom work. InCreased
interest in service to the individual student naturally has raised the
-problem of better college teaching into new prominence and has

r produced effective action.
The Bureau of Education receritly supplemented a study made by

Prof. C. D. Bohannan, by an informal inyestigation of 74 higher-
educational institutions to determine witati'measttres had been taken
lo?kistg to the improvement or control ot the quality of teaching in
these institution's. This study showed 4 very definite trend toward
administrative aciion to deal,witb the problems of teaching by means
other than those ot encouraging research and graduate work in
subject-matter fields. Fitty-six of tge 74 have tiken steps to improve
the teaching work of their college facultiei. Seven of the 74 -now
require definite amounts (if teaching experience prior ti) employenti,
Atile 7 others do not specify exact amounts, but will, not employ
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leachers who have had no teaching experience. Only 4 of the 74
have adopted fixed amounts of professional training in education

a prerequisite to employMent, but 4 'other tlook for " such
training. In the case of Rhode Nand a "nt aw estabiishes a.
professorial certificate issued by the State cols ii issioner of eitucatión
upon the authority of the State board of education.. This ceitificate

entitles ilistructors in State higher institutions io participate in the
State pension provisio-ns. It specifies the equivalent of 15 semester
hours of professional teacfier training. as one prerequisite for secur-
ing the certificate. Clemson College, South Carolina, does not Ke-

e scribe definite amounts of professional educational tritining but has
. adopted the device of promoting members of the ficulty who are

4 about to iticeive a year's leave of absence for study. They are asked
to include in theirfitudy the professional educational subjects related.

to their specific fieldt, if they have not prèviously had such traiaing.
Many colleges and universities are now offering, coumes looking

directly to the .pieparation of college teachers, either.courses intended
primarily for graduate students or especially designed for members
of the faculty already employed. The University of Chicago,
Ne York Columbia-, In5liana, Harvard, the Uniienaity
of Texas, and Ohio State all offer sucb work. It is true that in many
of these Instances the mairremphasis is on college administration and

. organization rather than upon subjects ordinarilfregarded as train.
ing'for the teaching profession. Eleven of the, 74 institutifinsinves-
tigated by the Bureau of Education giVe courses to prepare graduate
students to become college teachers or special counes for their owl'
faulties. The content and method used in the courses given have
not yet been fully developed. Ohio State University, io a thiee-
quarter course;, treats first of the scientific method.; second, of the
historical and social background; and third, of such questions as the
logical veT-sus psych6logical organization, the ;meaning of liberal
education, and the like. The New York Unitersity School of Edu-
cation has inaugurated a three-year graduate curriculum leading to
the Ph. D. The fundamental purpose is to prepare men and women
to become teachks in colleges, universities, and professional schoóla.
The thesis subject must be chosen from some field of higher education
which will tend to promote improvement of teiching and admitaiis-
tration.

comma to* 'Warm:

Qmrses organized especially fòç the ;faculty are usually not very
successfu when enrollment is voltintary. Attempts to cdmpe.1
att.sendance of faculty are looktdupon by faculty members aa
um 'fled interfe ce with persofial liberty and have ae a result:

most I entlyin with failure. WhethOr attendanoe i voluntary
or own ulsoly, however, amass in such Oecia) faculty' Ourses batt
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been attained only when the course is planned by the class itself upon
the basisiof, individual problems. The New Mexico Agricultural and
Mechanical Coljege ha.i upon this basis secured enthusiasm and
impùrtint- results.

Special courses, whether uppn a graduate basis or specially de-
sign' ed fur the faculty, have not been tried in many of the institutions
where real progress has been made. Encouragement, anA, p in
some cases from the administratione have in 11 of the 74 inst.,: i '
setured enrollment of faculty members in regular school of educat
tvork. The benefits of such attendance are based upon the belief that
the principles given in courses, for instance, in secondary education.
may be applied by mature men to the simewhat difterent conditions
of college instruction..

As a means of arousing faculty interest in college instruction and
in some cases for thejlefinite purpose of instruéting the faculty, short
courses, forums, and lectures by outside men of prominence in the
professional educational world have been organized by 19 of the 74 in-
stitutions. Reportsindicate that the results of this type of work have

`been° good, but it is- being realized increa.singly that s6ine form-of
..follow-up is needed to supplement faculty training of this character;

The lack of,permanence and continuity in short courses conducted
by outside educationists is overcome in part when faculty clubs are
organized or diverted- to consideratiòn of teaching problem& Fit..
teen,of the 74 colleges and universities investigated show activity
of this type that enlists the participation of faculty members upon
a self-organized and voluntary basis.

It is significant that thé greatest change in.the character of faculty
meetings has been in the direction of introducing one or more meet-
ings a month, at which carefully prepared programs dealing with
the problems.of hiqher education are discussed. In 28 institutions
of the 74, this is the practice. Quite frequently such proceedings lead
to the folmal organization orfaculty committees and subcommittees
which take up seriously the study of specific problems of teaching.
Although a new venture, the organization of committais and sub-
committees for these purposes at the University of Oregon represents
one of the most careful attempts to entia in this way the interest
of faculty members in the pmblems of instruction. It is said that
from two-thirds to 66e4ourths of the faculty at the Unversity of
Oregon havfi thus been actively interested and engaged ip-considera-
tion of these prOblems.

The most embarrassing question that can be asked of college ad-
mipistraters and of faculty members with reference to the teaching
of an institution is.: "How do you know what kind of teachiiig ii
going on in 'this college " Although in 19 of the 74 institutkins
studied spine form of inipection is reported, it was found that this
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inspection is in many cases perfunctory or neglected` and has not
assumed the importance that supervision has in the public schools,
There is considerable misunderstanding about this matter. Faculty
members resent formal supervision, but would probably be inclined
to change their attitude if they fully realized the importance giv
by administrative officers to student opinion in estimating faculty
effibiency. Inquiry at over 50 knstitutions shows that, whether they

, know it or not, the faculty is continually siibjected to student super-
vision and report of an informal character which has become of- pri-
mary importance in the administration's estimate of classroom work.
It would seem that expert supervision by' mature and trained persons
belonging to his own craft would be more acceptable to the college
instructor. I

Although faculty members are inclined to resent any direct attempt
the administration to supervise methods of instruction used in

the classroom, they are more willing to admit the legitimate interest
of the administratibn in the content of courses. Since, the poor
quality of college teaching has in pi:tit been due to poor orkanization
of the materials of instrtection, the practice, now introduced by
several institutions, of iequiring detailed syllabi of each course iencls
to improve classroom work. It requires careful analysis of them
material and ground to be.covered.

In the engineering school of the University of Missouri a somewhitt
more careful consideration by the faculty member is required. Three
questions are asked of each member of tfie enginiering college : First,
with reference to each course the instructor is asked to State why
engineering students should take the course; second, he is asked to 4'
state the specific things that he expects the student to learn to know
and to ao by taking the courses and, third, he is .requésted.to ut
down he,proposes to teach the student to know lig.c1 to'do these
things. The Oregon Agricultural College also 'has in the eingineering
division a similar but somewhat more elaborate method of arriiing
at information of the same general character. The results of these
inquiries are extremely interesting and lead to rnamportant
results. Possibly thé professional spirit of the facuitis in engineer-
ing schgoLs which makes 'them ,refer to tipaselves as 'engineers!'
rather than as " professors " may account for willingness and industry
Ili promoting such investigation.-

At. the University of Southern California anoper method of áp-
proach has been devisèd which is of considerable intekest and which
might. be. adopted by other institutions. Upon the basis of the well-
known Cardinal Principle& of Secondary Edudation (Bureau of
Educatimi Bul. 1918, No. 85), 10 objectives for college *education have
been defined. These objectives have been explained to faculty mein-
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of his courses contributes toward the attainment of these objectives.
Study of the. returns has .not yet prgceeded far, but -such examina-
tion as .has been made indicates that' useful suggestions for further
inquiry and for certain adjustments may be derived. Iftny of the
returns from members of the faculty, however, show that in their
opinion the inquiry smacked somewhat of ' the absiract and
impracticable. e

The resulteof The inquiry condifcted by the Bureau of Education
are, on the whole, enéouraging. They indicate, at any rate, that
attention and effort have been centered upon problems that have in
large measure in the past been foreign to faculty consciousness. As..
yet formal

.
requirements of Orofessional education do not exercise

much influonce either ás a basis for employment or upon thosiPbalready
employed. Self-direcfed find self-controlled interests of the faculty
and incorpoiation of study of teaching problems in administrative
programs submitted for faculty consideration seem most effective.
When matters that concern administration or content

d. l opments
f courses is

made the starting point for further study, 'subsequent
tend to be most productive. It still appears, howevetÇ .that no
criteria satisfactory to university faculties have been accepted as a
means of measuring good teaching. i

INTEREST IN STUDENT QUALITY

Parallel to the desire for better service to students is the desire
for a better grade of students to serve. During the biennium atten-
tion has been centered largely about seivice to the gifted or superior
student, so conspicuously neglected by our ordinary college prqce-
dure, but this aspect of discussion by no means indicides the limits
oi interest and.action with reference to student quality.

Some of the discussion upon this subject is Carlylean in dyspeptic
misinterpretation. It asserts that .there are a large number of pit
wits now in college, even though evidence points to quite the con-
tiary. One writer asserts that a large proportion off college stu-
dents " can not grasp the essentials of any subject. of college grade."
Humorous or cutting phrases have frequently given a wrong impres-
sion of the college, siich as. thai of Brander Matthews's description
of college as " a well-appointed country 'dub with incidental oppor-
tunities for study." These attitudes of mind and the attitudes pro-
uced by such statements tend to take the view that higher education
hould exist for the gifted student alone. It represents a departure
fróin telief in.- the vOue of college training for every degree of
intelligence and of pedistence capable a scrambling through or over
the obstacles no:w set up for admisiii.on and It disre-
gards the fact that a iarge proportiop of the men and women',
are doing\tbe world's work are not ëipecialli gifted ana n that
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many of those who are 'most influential in directing the world's
affairs are of mediocre ability as measured in terms of scholastic
attainment or of studious habits and tastes.

Special provision for «the gifted student is highly desirable, andtendencies indicate that this group will soon be adequately cared for.The results of a generation of such a consciously selective processwill be awaited with interest. There is little likelihood, however,that the Product will monopolize the intellectual and directfve pur-suits of the Nation. Both the publicly supported and the Privatelya supported institutions that are inspired by the missionary impuliewill continue to reproduce more nearly the conditions of a world inwhich gifted, mediocre, and moron are mingled together in variedrelations and contacts.
In general, the tendency to manifest interest and obtain,knowledgeof the quality of stùdents admitted and educated is a part of thegeneral raising of the level of mass education and .is closely ass°.ciated with increased soliéitude for the individual. It has, it is true,been 9pressed frequently in terms of higher admission requirements,higher passing grades, and more severe requiréments for graauation,but it is also evident in the conduct of more searching personnel

inquiries and'in effbrts concentrated upon the deficient student.Emphasis upon selection and upon selective processes as means ofraising student quality is evident in the action taken by many insti-tutions. Miami'University, ftir instance, wishes to impose a generalentraAce examination for freshmen in the liberal arts similar to thatgiven to students entering the teachers' courses and advances-as an
. argument that this plan would eliminate 10 per cent of the weakest

akilicants. The University of California has entered into a very
commendable cooperative arrangement with the high schools wherebyno student is admitted except upon specific recommendation of theprincipal of the high school, the understanding being that the uni-versity desirts to secure students of high quality only. The arrangeament protects the student against mistaken judgment on the part ofthe principal by providing that he may also obtain admission bytaking the examinations of the college entrance examination board.As a result of this arrangement the university itself has abolished itsown entrance examinations. The University of Nevadla in the fallof 1927 will put Into efUct the requirement that every resident ofNevada applying for admission from Nevada high schools must Ft.sent 4 of the 15 units with a grade of 80 per cent or better, and in-thefall of 1928 it will require that 6 of 'the 15 units be presented withthis grade.

In cases in which, for various reasons,. it is impossible or unde-sirable- to restrict admission too greatly, grade requirements andother processes of elimination after admission are being adopted
,
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more genèrally. The most extreme expression of desire to eliminate
is that made by the American Association of University Professors.
It proposes to eliminate arbitrarily upon a percentage basis at the
end of the sophomore year and to admit to the junior year only a
prescribed number of students. This has an. academic sound and
emboclies some of the mechanical characteristics that have been so
much criticized in American higher education. The Oregon Agri-
cultural College requires a junior certificate showing that the student
has completed the requirements of the first two years befoMljunior
standing can be obtained. At Pennsylvania State College the. fresh-
man clasi was cut to two-thirds at the beginning oL the sophomore
year and to one-half 91 its original strength at the beginning of tile
junior year. The school of chémistry and physics requires that the
student maintain throughout his collegenourse a record close to that
prescribed by the credit point system for graduation. It is stated
that if the credit point systelA in this institution had teen in effect
in June, 1926, 13.6 per cent of the "graduating class would n4 have
graduated. While the credit point system, which has beccime alinost
universal in its application, apparently concerns graduation alone, its
effect is to eliminate at earlier stages students who tend to drop
below the ininimuma and particulárly those who prior to graduation
drop so far below th4 rfinimum that they can not recoveriost ground.

The graduate and professional schools also tend to raise standards
for admission and graduation. It has been aVserted publicly-that this
tendency of the graduate and professional schools is dictated by a
desire to limit the numbers furnished to the profession, but desire
to raise& the character of the professiöns is also a controlling motive.
Cornell Law School vient on a graduate basis in Septeniber, 1925,
and all law schools in New York show a tendency /to' raise admis-
sions above former standards. During 1925 two law schools in theL
State .raised their requirement for admission to two years of coliege
work and one raised it One year. The University of California school
of jurisprudence has increased its requirement for admission by
requiring the A. B. or B. S. from the University of California or
the equivalent, but it admits from the college of letters and science
and the college of commerce of the university students who have
senipr standing. The University of North Carolina has established
a ruling that in 1927-28 applicants for admissiom to the Medical
school must have an average grade of 80 per cent in their two .years
of 'premedical college work and that in 194-29 an average of 85
per cent will be required.

HONORS mu (arm STUDENTS

The plan of honors courses, which is4ypified Stwgrthmoret ¡till
'excites much .1314mA and study, but is not being senerally
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4.2 BIENNIAL SURVEY .-OF EDUCATION, 1924-1926

wkhout modification. -It was, of course, not intended to be so
adopted. The tendency is to adapt practical procedure in other
institutions to basic desires to secures intensification of 'educational
effort, to raise 'the quality of the 5tudent body as a whole, and tóprovide means to care for the especially gifted' student. On the
whole the tendency seems to be to go one step further than the h9nors
courses do and to raise the question as to whether the methods appli-
cable to the selected, specially gifted student are not applicable
also in a certain degree to the general run of students. In other
words; the impetus and experience given by those who hre emphasiz-
ing the honor student is being used as the starting point and guidefor the reexamination of the entire process of educational organiza-
tion and of methods of 'procedure..

Some of the plans adopted are bf special interest.- That 'at Dart-mouth is described under the title " Four, proposals to buila power,"
and has been developed through the foint efforts:of the administra-
tion, the faculty, and the student body. The-plan is as importantfor education during the first two years-as for the last two, althoughit partakes of many of the elements of the honors coursè during the
later periga. At Yale Law-School students are allowed in the third-year class to- elect weolic. in small groups cerrain subjects with'
instruction by the seminaremethod, Prindeton.has reduced the num-ber of courses required of seniors of Mgh scholarly standing who
wish to devote additional time to investigation of subjects in their
special fields of study: As a result of the measures taken by Prince-ton the institution has been charged with setting tasks for under-
graduates which only graduate students are capable of doing. The
allegation is an example of current underestimate of undergraduate.ability to work and to caTry into study the spirit of extracurricularactivities. That the charge is not true is evidenced Iv .the fact thit
two senior classes of 400 each have met Prindeton's requirements.At students are allowed to dhoo§e for independentAttudy!I program of work outlined by a faculty adviser, The stiident isrdponsible for his time and accounts for his tesults thi.o#u6 anexamination during the graduation perfod.

The University of California has establiihed an honor list of
upper-division students wito-ximintain a grade of B 'or above. Thislist is printed and the students are given speciallibrary, privilegesand may do special work uiulér the supervision of the major
department.

Miami University rewards scholarship in a simewhat unusual way,although it is merely an adaptation of.the honors plan of excusingfrom the requirement of reguilar attendance upon (ix.ercises and,classes. The high-fionor student*,--that is, those who make 125.5
or,abOVevoiluive all absenceVfotAlis 'seniest4 canct6lee'l This is
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HIGHER EDUCATION, 1924-1928 43

pgrtant in this institution, since for every 20 =canceled absences
one hour is deducted from the credits made by-the itudent during
the, seme;ster.

At Vassar another unusual sübstitute tr honors courses has been
devised. The publication knowt as The 'Journal of. Undergraduate
Studies has been inauguiated. In addition independerit study ig
provided by giving extra hours of credit 'which are " attached to
certain advanced courses to allow for more ihtensive ivork by tbe
student, independent of class hours."

One of the most 'interesting adaptations df methgcls to insure a
suitable rate of progriss for the especially ,able or the *especially
industrious"student is that provided in ceitain subjects at 'Purdue
University. The account of this experiment which has been printed
by the universify is entitled -"Double-pace students." sThe plan per-
mits completion of certáin work in half tbe.timé ordinarily feqtiired
and- foriatransfer when occasion arises from ordinary pace to rapid-
pace sections or the reverse.

INTiNSIFICATION 45F THE EDUCATIONAL PkOCESS

The varied afid complex programs offered by the eólleges find 'uni-
versities have created the impression that the work of tlie individual
student is equally varied and dispersed. Ai one writer expressed the
opinion-: "Varied activity has been substituted för the ability to
think." This view is, of course,.not entirely justified, but has enough
basis in fact to warrant discussioñ pf recent trends loo,king to concen-
tration and intensification of the educational process.

Interest in the individual student, improvement in college teaching,
proiision of opportunity for the superior student, tilt have a -diect
bearing upon this problern. The demands of employment and pro:
fessional occupation have also contribiuted to bring #bout greater
¡ioncentiation -of mind and effort on the part of college students.
This demand is expressed in an opinion contained in a discussion of
the premedical course a the University of Michigan: A

a

I am strpek by the fact that e pressure lof work] in most colleges is at the
present time, too lovrfor these wh have made up their minds to mulertiike the
study of medielms. I ; eve that a stiffer grade of work would be
la 'the interest of at more accurate selection.

President MacCracken, of Vassar, says:.
We must expect our stpdents more and more to seek oppiSrtunity for a greater

concentration nt time, ipnger and fewer written paper& fewer and more
importiknt appointments. fewer 4nd more specific lectures.

Another cause contributing to desire -for greater concentiation of
time and effort 'arises from the fact that the present generation of our'
college faculties 110 been trained and accustomed to regard research
as highly important. Analysis of or even reminiscences abclut the'
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44 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION) 1924-1926

creative intellectual, values of these aspects of their education ascompared with those that were derived from class attendance andnote taking has led many faculty members to wonder whether the
principles and impulses which characterize research work'may not be.applied to 'undergraduate college education with more effective regulta

_than have been obtained through the traditional methods. Evidence
exists everywhere in our colleges which shows qudent devotion to
activities in which 'they create their ()Am interest and over `which they
exercise their own control. Further, scientific progress has been so
impressive thai the scientific method has become a slogan of those
who are devoted -to the educational life, if not always an instrument

letely under* their command. Personal inquiry, hunger forfac as a basis for understanding, is of -the essence of the scientificspirit. Neither reacV-made facts nor conclusions, such as much col-lege instruction has offered *as the main dish-on the educational melt,
appeal-ti) sciebtifically trained faculty members. They áre beginning
to show cbnsiderable reluctance to offer their students no more than
thi§. _

Ordinary olass work has required little ikellectual exertion, cer-tainly little"of the spirit of scholarly iesearch, on the part of the
student. It has not, according to current criticism, compelled inde-
pendent thinking and mental struggle. Research &dining has so
developed the professor's own creative impulses that he is now seek-ing methods of teaching which will aim at developing in *the stu-dent the impulse to discover and to systematize knowledge. Theproject method so familiar in agricultural education is receiving
increased consideration. Under this method the -fundamental elee
ment is consideration and*olution of problems by the student. Theprincipal concern cif the instructor is the methodology of the stu-
dent's approach 0 the problem and of his collection and handlingof data requiied for solution. This method is in harmony with the
tendency of the world outside the college to demand from studentii
not specific knowledge, but ability to work and to tackle new

,

" 1.'"

sittiations.
These reasons for growing interest gild action looking to intensi-fication of the educational processes are'supplemented by facts whichindicate that American students are not so far at a givenage 4s are ones. It is felt that the age of college entranceand the age cif college graduation are too great. .At Cornell, forinstance, whije the prescribed age for entrance is 16 for men and 17for women, the averagë is 18 and the median even higher: It was

-also discovered- that 476 freshmen offered a surplus of entranceCredits averaging 1,4 points beyond the required 15 units. At theOregon College it was found 'that the age of freshmen.
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HIGHER EDUCATION) 192471928

925-26 was 19.62; of sophomores, 21.40; jwliors. 21.40; and
ri, 28.47.
recent study made by the Bureau of education indicates to a

considerable extent that one year of thee four-year'high-school course
is not really preparation for the work now given. in colleges. Insti-
tutions sylem inclined to accept dui conclusion that the formal stand-
ard of 15 units for the four years of high-school study cambe broken
down without harm to the charactei of the work done in college.
Seven and ejght-tenths per cent of the four-year colleges now admit
on ihe basis of 12 ti 'ts of senior high-school vgprlies Of the private
colleges, 9.4 per cent with enrollments of less than A00 admit under
the 12-unit baiis, w le of those with ehrollments of -1,500, 0.4 .per
cent admit dpoti this Of the State 'universi des, 7,5 per drat .

have acCepted this.r6vision of old standard& Iii the- regiiiiis covered
by the gorth Central Association, 12 per cent of the collèges admit
upoi.ithe 12-unit basis; in the northeastern and northwestern terri-
tories, 2.9. per cent and. 3.2 per cent, respectively, and in southern'
territory, 7.8 per cent.. Of the colleges in the territort of the North
Central Association, 83.4 per cent approve the idea upon condition
that the plan.ecures general acceptance. On the other hand, in the
northeastern territory, only 58.3 per cent are willing to make the
change under the same cotiditi9n... If this plan \should become gen...
erally effective, it will imply .an extensive recolisideration of methods
and relationships both in .the secondary and the college fields. .

Quité apart from the provisions made to care for the gifted student,
there is apparent.an increased tendency to make administrative and
curriculum adjustments which tend to encourage concentration of
tiine and effort. The University. of California, for instance,'plans
considerable restriction in- the number of courses open to freshmen.
Miami University has readjusted its plan 'for grouping subjects and
requirements in order to securé griater concentration. The compre-
heTW.ve examination is rapidly being substituted for piecemeal and
.dispersed passing of course's and tests. At Yak the traditional year
_system has been abolished in the school of medicine. Students' are
enrolled both in the graduate school' and in the school of medicine.
This is true, although traditionally three years' college 'work are
required for admission to the medical college, while four years are'
required for admission to the graduate school. The student selects the
sequence of his studies with the atlice of his instiu9tors upo'n th6
basis of his previous work and the finkposes.he has in view. When he

I finishes his preclinical pork he"mtiy continue and secure his M. D..or
he may branch off int'o specialties leading to the Ph. D. *In neithei .,
esse-is it necessary that he zecuré a bachelor's degree.

ti11 significa.nce of the Johns Hopkins propbsal to eliminate two
years Itas-not been hilly realized in educátional discussions. The plan
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is applied in senior collegq ,Work to thosé who:is intend to Specialize
rather than tb go aileád in the regular way' to the first degree. 4 Such
students need only' satitify the professor that they are qualified for

. adianced work. Their programs are then outlined by tile professor&
"No arithmetical system of credits shall be applied Land each depart-
ment shill determine the character of tile work requiredjectures,

vnierences, reading, iaboratbry, etc." Those Ivho decide ti specialize
may become at once candidates for the masters' and doctors' degrees.
The minimuin time recidirement for t e mastef's is three years of uni-
versity work-and residence.; and for he Ph. n., four years oi work
and residence.

Johns Hopkins is also breaking down formality and mechanical
requirements in the undergraduate department. In the college of

' arts.ana sciences readiNi courses under the, supervision of an instru-
tor are offered in eightidepartments,t knd .21 students are pursuing

in.these courses. In addition, 19 und rgridufte. students haveleen
1., permitted to take graduate courses *th most satisfactory reiults

Something of the same process has \ been tried by the economics
.., department in the University of Michligana. Six liours of credit ate

alloweci tor a reading course open to selected students, The 'plan is
described as follows: ,

1

It is t tie purpose of tie deparbilent of econiomicip encourage these *students
to browse widely in gooks, classrooms, profiwors' studies, and the rooms of
oTher students -.(rapier than to adopt intendve graduate school methods of
study and research), to reflect .upon their reading and experiente -through

4 informal, discussion, and to cooMinate their various -lines of interest and
competence, ! ..

At the end of each
,

semester every member of Abe group will submit a ¡leper
telling in his own way what he has done in the die' thus made available and
describing his rtactiorilo".2is reading and experience. .--

,

s.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing review, covering the biennium 1924-26, shows that
"hikher education in the United States is in a state of flux.

The imperative necessity for higher education to readjust itself
tö the social and 'economic structure of the Nation i's receivini itten-
tioli,- but scieiltific study and research, now pi) generally given to

-..details of methods ind proceduies in higher instittitions, are little
used in defining the larger objectives and relationShips of institu-,
tionat service. in gineral, higher education is receptive to changes

method, in content, tnd in pce4ure, 'but little eviclence exists
Ci the developinent;of general educational philosophies to which
specific problems !bay be 'related.
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